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Some recommendations on this roadmap 
 

Wo is it for ? 

The report is aimed at people interested in industry, science and technology: companies, 
consultancies, competitiveness clusters, universities, consultants. 
 

How to use it ? 

It is hoped that this report will serve as a manual for the implementation of polymer and 
filled polymer 3D printing technologies via PIM like technologies to shape polymers, metals 
and ceramics. It contains many details on material analysis technologies as well as a 
comparative study between different 3D printing processes with their advantages and 
limitations. This information can be used as a basis for R&D and the definition of 
requirements for manufacturers. 
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Definitions  
 

 Additive manufacturing: "The process of assembling materials to make parts from 3D model 

data, usually layer by layer, as opposed to subtractive manufacturing and form-fit 

manufacturing methods" (ISO/ASTM Standard 52900:2015)   

 3D printing: "The manufacture of objects by deposition of a material using a print head, nozzle 

or other printing technology. A term often used in a non-technical context as a synonym for 

additive manufacturing; to date, the term has been associated in particular with mid-range 

machines in terms of price and/or general capabilities" (ISO/ASTM Standard 52900:2015)   

 Feedstock: Composite based on polymers (~40 vol.%) and metallic or ceramic fillers (~60 vol.%) 

(mostly spherical powder with a D90 size distribution <35µm-40µm maximum)  

 De-binding: Step allowing the removal of the binder. It is generally carried out in 2 steps: (i) 

using a solvent (water or acetone) or in a catalytic debinding oven (when the binder is POM 

based), (ii) second thermal debinding. 

 Sintering: Densification stage of the metallic or ceramic powder, allowing the particles to 

sinter together thanks to thermal diffusion until a densification of about 98%.    
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Introduction 
 
In recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) has evolved considerably. Polymeric additive 

manufacturing has developed strongly thanks to the mass arrival of "low cost" printing machines 

using spools of wire. As a result, 12,850 'industrial' polymer machines were sold in 2014 compared to 

139,584 'consumer' polymer 3D printers sold in 2014! While just over 500 metal printers were sold in 

2014! The main uses of polymer machines were and remain the manufacture of shape prototypes. 

Nevertheless, the industrial demand for the manufacture of technical and functional parts (with 

mechanical performances very close to those of injected parts), in small series is increasing. Indeed, 

the 2019 Wöhlers Associates report confirms this trend: the FA players want to find solutions more 

suited to mass production rather than to rapid prototyping. This is already the case in metal 3D 

printing, where machines are available to mass-produce functional parts with certain metal grades. 

This is the case, for example, for parts produced by GE, which have received approval for aeronautics 

or medical implants.  

At the same time, while sales of conventional laser fusion equipment stalled in 2018, the arrival of 

new metal 3D printing processes without fusion has helped to sustain this momentum. Inspired by 

PIM (Powder Injection Molding), a technique derived from injection molding, these new type of "PIM 

Like" 3D printers facilitate financial access to 3D printing technologies by using polymer printers to 

produce ceramic or metal parts. Thus, although historically all FA technologies were applied to 

polymers, today we see the emergence on the market of technical polymers with functional properties 

shaped by 3D printing that can contain metallic or ceramic fillers, fibres, etc. This allows the 

production not only of technical polymer parts, but also gives access to metallic and ceramic alloys. 
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Strategic vision of PEPS Project 
 
Launched in January 2019, the PEPS project combines the skills of the research centres CRITT MDTS 

(Charleville Mézières, France, lead partner), CERTECH (Seneffe, Belgium), Institut Mines-Télécom 

Lille/Douai (Douai, France) and Armines (Douai, France), as well as the networking and animation 

resources of 3 associated operators: the PLASTIWIN cluster on the Walloon side, the MATERALIA 

cluster on the French side and the FLAM3D association on the Flemish side. The aim of this new 

Interreg V project is to promote the technical and economic development of companies in the cross-

border area (France, Wallonia, Flanders), by providing them with customised responses to their needs, 

with a creative approach to realising the potential of additive manufacturing processes for filled or 

unfilled technical polymers, with the filling aiming either to provide mechanical reinforcement or 

functionality to a polymer matrix, or to generate metallic or ceramic parts after post-processing steps 

(debinding and sintering).  

 

The actors of the PEPS project have the necessary skills (polymers, additive manufacturing processes, 

formulation, metallic and/or ceramic fillers, composite and controlled porosity materials) in terms of 

research and innovation in the above-mentioned areas. They have decided to pool their know-how to 

contribute to improving the competitiveness of companies in the cross-border area. The developments 

of the PEPS project will be driven by market needs in order to help the industrialists of the Eligible 

Zone to develop the full range of possibilities of 3D printing processes, depending on the products they 

manufacture or use or the markets they wish to conquer.  

 

How can they do this? 

 By developing the different axes of additive manufacturing according to industrial 

expectations (e.g. functionalization, lightening of structures, incorporation of fillers, etc.), 

 By quantifying the resulting mechanical properties according to the type of 3D printing 

process,  

 Raising awareness of potential users and promoting the results of FIFO research through 

seminars and the creation of demonstrators.  

You can follow the progress of the project on the project website: www.peps-interreg.eu 

  

http://www.peps-interreg.eu/
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Actors of the project 

1. CRITT-MDTS 

The CRITT-MDTS is the PEP'S project leader and is a Technology Resource Centre (TRC). It has a 

precise knowledge of the industrial fabric of the French side of the eligible area. It provides 

industrialists with its material resources and the know-how of some fifty engineers and technicians to 

support them in their development in various specific technological fields such as 

 Characterisation of materials (metallography, mechanical tests, analysis and microanalysis), 

characterisation of surfaces and coatings; 

 The implementation of metallic and ceramic powders through the powder platform (injection 

processes, catalytic and aqueous debinding, sintering, etc.); 

 Additive manufacturing using thermoplastic granules (Freeformer from Arburg); 

 

Indeed, the CRITT-MDTS has developed its expertise and know-how in the field of powder technologies 

over the last ten years, which has become one of its strategic axes.  

Within the framework of the PEPS project, CRITT-MDTS will contribute to the process aspects of 

polymer printing, the densification stages of the filled parts and their characterisation. 

2. CERTECH 

Certech is an approved Walloon research centre. It supports companies in the chemical sector, 

particularly in the field of the environment, polymeric materials and processes. 

Certech's expertise in the field of materials extends from the design of materials (synthesis, blends, 

formulation, etc.) to processing and implementation techniques. 

Certech's actions favour a C2C (Cradle to Cradle) approach and are integrated in the "circular 

economy" approach. 

Although a wide range of expertise is available at Certech, polymers and composites are the main 

materials studied for which Certech has most of the classical processing technologies as well as the 

most advanced analytical techniques. 

 

Within the framework of the PEPS project, Certech will focus on 

 formulation 

 extrusion 

 compounding 

 material characterisation (rheology, scanning electron microscopy, etc.) 
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3. IMT Lille Douai  

IMT Lille Douai is an engineering school and a research centre organised into 3 Teaching, Research 

and Innovation Centres (CERIS) including the CERI "Materials and Processes" (CERI MP).  

 

The research activities of the CRI MP are divided into 3 areas: 

 

 Technologies & Advanced Materials (High performance structural materials, Processes and 

formulation of functional materials, Prototyping, additive and hybrid manufacturing),  

 

 Digital Materials & Processes (Materials and digital mechanics, Processes - micro/nano) 

structure - properties modelling, Digital twins of processes and structures),  

 

 Circular Economy & Eco-materials (Valorisation of secondary, alternative and biosourced 

materials, Environmental acceptability, Operational decision support); the materials 

considered cover applications in Civil Engineering on the one hand, and Plastics & Composites 

on the other.  

 The multidisciplinary team of CERI MP is composed of about a hundred teacher-researchers, 

engineers, technicians, doctoral and post-doctoral students and an administrative service. It 

bases its developments on a technological platform that includes most of the technologies for 

the implementation/shaping of polymers, composites and cementitious materials from the 

laboratory to the industrial scale (including modular twin-screw extruders, extrusion-inflating 

lines, multi-material injection platforms, 3D printers, etc.) and specific means for 

characterising materials 

 

Its contribution to the PEPS project mainly concerns the development and shaping of materials 

produced by additive manufacturing using the hot wire or granule deposition process with Arburg's 

freeformer or its own machines, and their physicochemical, mechanical and morphological 

characterisation. 

 

4. ARMINES 

The Association for Research and Development of Industrial Methods and Processes (ARMINES) is a 

contractual research structure (associative status) partnering with major engineering schools 

(including ITM Lille Douai). Its aim is to conduct industry-oriented research. ARMINES is linked to IMT 

Lille Douai. 

The missions entrusted to ARMINES in the PEPS project aim at conducting and accompanying the 

shaping and characterisation tests on the CERI MP technological platform. These missions must be 

considered as co-substantial to that of IMT Lille Douai.   
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Presentation of the INTERREG FWVL area 

What is the program France-Wallonia-Vlaanderen ? 

 
French and Belgian regions cooperate to erase the border!  
 
The European territorial cooperation programme Interreg France-Wallonie-Vlaanderen is part of a 
desire to promote economic and social exchanges between five border regions: the Hauts-de-France 
and Grand Est regions in France, and Wallonia, West and East Flanders in Belgium.  
It aims to combine common competences while enhancing the wealth of each region concerned, for 
the benefit of the populations of the area. 
 
170 million from the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) are allocated to the programme to 
support projects in the four cooperation themes: 
 

1. Research, innovation and technology transfer 
2. Competitiveness of SMEs 
3. Heritage, natural resources, risk management 
4. Social cohesion, health, training and employment 

 
The INTERREG  PEPS project is integrated into theme 1 on "Increasing research and innovation in the 
cross-border area in strategic sectors and sectors with high complementarity". 
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I Market and evolution of polymer and PIM-like 
additive manufacturing technologies  

 

I.1. Trends in the international market and its evolution  

 
Additive manufacturing (AM) - 3D printing on an industrial scale - is undergoing a revival and will 
undoubtedly be a disruptive technology in the context of Industry 4.0 in the years to come. It has 
been around for more than 30 years now and companies around the world are finally starting to 
believe (and invest) in AM. It is no longer only seen as a rapid prototyping tool, but finds a new lease 
of life in industrial applications such as tooling and finished parts. The main industrial applications of 
AM are in the areas of healthcare, aerospace and automotive. In the health field, for example, AM 
allows for real personalization of prostheses and hearing aids. In the aerospace industry, efforts are 
directed in improving design to reduce the weight of finished parts. 
A positive impact is expected on a wide range of activities in different sectors: -greater capacity for 
personalisation; -a better fit of functionality by designing parts for specific uses; -a reduction in the 
number of components in complex parts; -benefits for the supply chain with the introduction of a 
digital inventory. In 2019, the global landscape of AM has evolved rapidly and companies are 
beginning to adopt it, internally, as new technologies emerge, fuelled by market application 
demands. By the end of 2018, the global additive manufacturing market was estimated at $9.3 
billion. This figure, which includes machinery, software, materials and services, grew by an impressive 
18% compared to the previous year. This global growth confirms the forecasts made by SmarTech 
and Wöhlers Associates (Figure 1) that the global AM market will reach US$20 billion in 2022 and 
US$33 billion in 2025. 
 

 
Figure 1 : Overview of the global FA market (including forecasts) - SmarTech, 2018 1 

 
 

 

 

                                                 
1
 PricewaterhouseCoopers. Additive Manufacturing in Belgian industry [Internet]. PwC. [cited 2020 Mar 25]. Available 

from: https://www.pwc.be/en/news-publications/2019/additive-manufacturing-in-belgian-industry.html 
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Figure 1 shows a forecast of the AM's total market until 2027, as well as the size of its separate 
components (machines, materials, software and services). Given the development of AM in recent 
years, it is very likely that it will be used for complex low-volume, highly specialized products over the 
next three to five years.  
 
A key factor in this growth is the development of new applications for 3D printing, as companies 
continue to find areas where 3D technology adds value alongside traditional manufacturing methods. 
In addition, large companies enter the market, bringing with them additional investment and 
research and development. Then there are the industries where the adoption of 3D printing 
continues to increase. Unsurprisingly, the key industries at the forefront of this adoption remain 
aerospace, medical and automotive. However, there are also new opportunities in sectors such as 
consumer goods, energy and construction. 
Industrial metal 3D printing machines form the largest segment of the market (Figure 2). 
Manufacturers of 3D metal printing machines account for 47.8% of the equipment category and 
27.3% of the total landscape. The second most important segment is manufacturers of 3D polymer 
printing machines. 
 
 

 

Figure 2 - Breakdown of the FA landscape, including machines, software, materials, post-processing systems 
and process inspection categories. 

 
Production equipment manufacturers therefore logically represent the broadest category, ahead of 
software developers and materials manufacturers (Figure 3). Manufacturers of production 
equipment account for 57.1% of the overall AM landscape. This is a category that is becoming more 
and more competitive, as companies are launching more and more new technologies to meet the 
demand for industrial solutions. 
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Figure 3 – AM landscape 

In addition, almost all hardware manufacturers also offer materials that are compatible with their 
technologies. Examples include 3D Systems (metals, thermoplastics, elastomers), Carbon (resins), 
Markforged (carbon fiber, fiberglass, kevlar, onyx, metal), Rize (thermoplastics), Roboze (high-
performance polymers) and Stratasys (thermoplastics, elastomers). Other players also provide 
software, such as Ultimaker's open source slicing software, Ultimaker Cura. Clearly, in what has 
become an increasingly competitive landscape for manufacturers, the creation of diversified revenue 
streams has become a strategic imperative. 
Non-AM companies see new opportunities for development. Indeed, these companies recognize the 
commercial benefits of 3D printing. There is a significant influx of global material suppliers such as 
BASF, Solvay, Arkema, Mitsubishi Chemical and SABIC, who are stepping up their efforts to develop 
FA-specific materials. In 2019, three 3D printing companies reached a value of more than $1 billion. 
These three 3D printing companies are all hardware manufacturers: Desktop Metal ($1.5 billion), 
Carbon ($1.7 billion) and Formlabs ($1.06 billion). The three companies mentioned have developed 
and marketed their own 3D printing technologies. 
An important feature of the AM industry is the number of startups funded by private funds or by 
companies. 74% of these startups fall into this category, while 26% are state-owned enterprises. 
 
For very complex parts in low volume and high-value applications, additive manufacturing is often 
faster and more cost-effective than traditional subtractive or shaping methods. As shown in Figure 4, 
the most important industrial sectors in additive manufacturing are industrial machinery, consumer 
products, motor vehicles, aerospace and medicine. 
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Figure 4 - Use of FA by industry sector in 2016 

Figure 5 shows that prototyping-related activities are still highly relevant to the use of additive 
manufacturing, while directly printed functional parts are experiencing significant growth. 

 

                       

Figure 5 - FA's main applications in 2016 

 

I.1.a    Additive manufacturing polymers technologies 

 
Additive manufacturing really began with 3D polymer printing when the first commercial SLA 
machine was introduced by 3D Systems in 1987. The 1990s saw the outbreak of EOS and Stratasys. 
For about a decade, the market for 3D printing machines has been dominated by these three key 
players. With the expiration of key patents in the field, the number of companies offering machines 
producing high-quality polymer parts, the market changed considerably in the late 2000s (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 - Number of manufacturers of industrial polymer additive manufacturing systems 

 
Carbon and Nexa3D are two examples of companies developing their own technologies. Carbon, 
founded in 2013, aims for high-volume production. Its Digital Light Synthesis ™ (DLS) technology is 
used by companies such as Adidas, Ford Motor Company and Riddell to produce high-quality polymer 
parts (Figure 7). DLS is a photochemical process that works by projecting light into a UV-curable resin 
tank. When a sequence of UV images is projected, the part solidifies and the construction platform 
rises. For the company's customers, the technology offers a number of advantages, including the 
ability to 3D print durable and efficient parts with excellent surface finish and isotropic mechanical 
properties. An American startup, Nexa3D, is a manufacturer of high-speed industrial-grade SLA 
printers. Its 3D printers are based on Lubricant Sublayer Photo-curing (LSPc) technology, which would 
deliver faster printing speeds and greater accuracy than any other SLA industrial on the market. 
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Figure 7 - Carbon's DLS photolithography technology is used by major equipment brands 

 

 

Figure 8 - Leading manufacturers of 3D polymer printers and "desktop" printers (B2B) 

 
The office 3D printing landscape has undergone a significant transformation over the past 5 years, 
mainly due to the media craze for consumer 3D printing (Figure 8). A number of manufacturers of 
desktop 3D printers have experienced a decline due to the explosion in supply - but others have 
managed to move from the consumer market to the professional and business markets. This change 
is indicative of the broader need for smaller, lower-cost industrial systems. Desktop 3D printers are 
becoming an essential part of the industrial landscape, and product development in particular, 
providing a rapid means of prototyping and, increasingly, tools and applications in final parts. 
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Figure 9 - Leading suppliers of polymer materials for 3D printing (B2B) 

Big names in chemistry dominate AM materials category (Figure 9). Seeking to expand their market 
claim, global suppliers of materials such as DSM, SABIC, BASF, Arkema, LATI, and Solvay are investing 
heavily in the development of materials specifically for additive manufacturing. 
This increased competition will go a long way to addressing two of the main challenges facing 
additive manufacturing: 1) the cost of materials and 2) the variety of materials. The more active 
players in this category, the more likely it is that material costs will be reduced and a wider range of 
materials will eventually be developed. Demand for industrial-grade materials will also drive growth, 
particularly in critical sectors such as automotive and aerospace. Hence the rise of materials such as 
high-performance thermoplastics, composite materials in particular with carbon fiber 
reinforcements, ceramics and of course metal alloys. There are also 3D printer manufacturers who 
are also investing in the development of materials to secure their long-term revenue streams. 
In terms of revenue, the largest segment of materials for additive manufacturing is polymers. In 2018, 
the AM polymer segment reached nearly $5.5 billion. The 2019 edition of the Wöhlers report shows a 
similar trend: sales of polymer powder bed fusion materials in 2018 reached a record level, see Figure 
10. A key trend to note is the rise of high-performance polymers, materials that can withstand 
demanding environments. These include materials such as PEEK and PPSU, both known for their high 
resistance to heat and chemicals. In some applications, high-performance thermoplastics can provide 
an alternative to metal, equalling the strength of metal parts, but with a smaller mass. The 
emergence of 3D printers capable of handling these "high temperature materials" accelerates this 
development. 
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Figure 10 – Sales of polymer powder bed smelting materials reached record high in 2018 

 

 

I.1.b   « PIM like » additive manufacturing technologies 

 

What is PIM like ? 

Before going into the encrypted details of this 3D printing industry, it's important to explain what is 
PIM like! 
This is the synergy of two technologies: Additive Manufacturing and Powder Metallurgy called 
Powder Injection Moulding (PIM). 
In addition to this report, PIM technology is presented in detail. PIM technology consists of a 
succession of three steps: 

 The injection of feedstocks (mixes of metal or ceramic powders with polymers or co-
polymers), 

 The delineating that eliminates the matrix 
 Sintering, which helps to densify powders  

While direct printing processes are based on the fusion of the powder under the effect of a laser 
beam or electrons, PIM like processes use a polymer as a shaping vector. An intermediate piece, 
called "green", consisting of a polymer/powder composite is first printed. It's manipulable but fragile. 
In a second step, the polymer is removed (delineating stage) to obtain a so-called “brown” piece. 
Finally, the sintering leads to the densification of the part (as in the PIM process) which will be 100% 
metallic or 100% ceramic. 
 
PIM-like 3D printing processes can be grouped into four families: 

 Filamentary technologies (FDM or FFF) using polymer filaments heavily loaded with 
metal or ceramic powders  

 Extrusion processes using polymer granules/charges 
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 The powder bed processes (binder jetting) using a resin to stick the powder grains to 
each other in the desired places. 

 Stereolithography processes that use paste loaded with metal powders and ceramics. 

 

From a metallic point of view 

Today, AM's manufacture of metal parts represents a $12 trillion market. According to the 2019 
Wöhlers report, revenues from the additive manufacture of metal parts worldwide in 2019 recorded 
record growth of 41.9% (Wöhlers, 2019). 1,768 additive metal manufacturing solutions were sold in 
2017 compared to 983 in 2016, an increase of around 80% (Wöhlers, 2018). This trend reflects the 
desire to have solutions adapted not only to prototyping but also to production in small series. The 
four main types of 3D metal printing technologies are: 

 Powder Fusion or Powder Bed Fusion (SLS, SLM, DMP) 
 Direct Energy Deposit or Directed Energy Deposition (DED) 
 Filament extrusion (FFF, FDM) 
 Material Jetting and Binder Jetting 

 

 

The vast majority of machine manufacturers use proprietary technologies under different names. 
Some brands use a combination of several technologies. Currently, the market is largely dominated 
by powder bed printers (54%). Next came the processes by direct energy deposits at 16% and then 
the "PIM like" technologies based on the extrusion of granules and filaments (which will be discussed 
and studied in the PEPS project) and the binder jetting. Some large groups such as the German GKN 
Powder Metallurgy or the American Parmatech are interested in agile production solutions, making it 
easy to move from prototyping to large series by additive metal manufacturing. Thanks in particular 
to processes such as the "Digital Metal®" developed by the Swedish company, Höganäs, or Desktop 
Metal solutions®, Exone, HP, Ricoh, GE, etc., the Metal binder jetting becomes a relevant, more or 
less mature option to produce metal parts in large series by additive process. 
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Figure 11 - 3D Printer Market By Technology (2019) 

 

The main advantages of metal printing are: 

 On-demand manufacturing: Additive manufacturing offers flexibility and controls on the 
production line. 

 Creating complex models: The metal AM makes it possible to manufacture parts including 
fine details, complex shapes, functional areas, alveolar structures, difficult to achieve with 
traditional subtractive manufacturing technologies 

 Waste reduction: Compared to traditional machining technologies, AM metal significantly 
limits the generation of "material loss" because it uses only the necessary quantities. This is 
particularly true for extrusion-based technologies. For powder-based methods, it is not always 
possible to reuse 100% of unsintered or unsusted material. 

 Mass reduction: Machined metal or foundry parts are usually dense and/or very thick. On the 
other hand, 3D printing allows a great flexibility of design and therefore, to put material only 
where it is useful. The printed parts are therefore generally alveolar, therefore less heavy than 
the parts obtained by more conventional processes, which does not affect their rigidity or 
their resistance. 

 Profitability: All of the above points help reduce parts costs. Nevertheless, the high price of 
3D printers remains a hindrance to the development of technology. 

 Location of production  
 Agility of prototype production to series 
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The main limitations of 3D metal printing are: 

 Price: The cost of additive metal manufacturing systems remains high, as does the cost of raw 
materials (powders and filaments), knowing that operating costs (energy, learning curve, 
other hidden costs...) are not negligible. 

 Installation constraints and precautions: Most 3D metal printers require a large space and a 
highly controlled environment (temperature, humidity, powder volatility, etc.). 

 Post-processing: In many cases, it is necessary to post-process parts (delineating, sintering, 
surface finishing). 

 Physical properties: AM metal can make it difficult to achieve the same physical properties as 
other traditional manufacturing methods. A number of factors (e.g. anisotropy, porosity, 
inclusion and/or unfounded) must be taken into account during the design process. 

Three major industries use 3D metal printing (Aerospace, Automotive and Medical), for tools, spare 
parts or finished products and many companies use or will use 3D metal printing. However, additive 
manufacturing is not always the best option. For complex geometries, rapid prototyping, and mass 
customization, 3D printing is convenient and efficient. On the other hand, while some equipment can 
produce large series, traditional technologies such as injection molding are generally more 
economical for making simple parts. Also, hybridizing technologies can be a relevant solution. 
 
From a ceramic point of view [1] : 
 

Although not as well developed as additive manufacturing technologies for polymers or metals, 
ceramic FA is expected to mature in 2025 and become a manufacturing technology adopted in 
various sectors (Figure 11), generating global sales of $3.6 billion in 2028. 
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Figure 12 - Prospects for the integration of ceramic AM parts into the industry (2018) 

 
Different ceramic families break down into 3 (Figure 12). 
 

  

Figure 13 - Source Smartech 2018 
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For the time being, the technologies available to implement ceramics are the 4 technologies 
that will be presented in the 'II.1' and in the above 'what PIM like'. Unlike metal, so-called direct 
fusion powder bed technologies exist but less developed (Figure 13). 
 
Applications of printed ceramic parts are presented in Figure 14 through electronics, aerospace, 
defence, automotive, rail, energy, marine, dental and medical. 
 
 

 

Figure 15 - Source Smartech 2018 
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Figure 16 - Applications of ceramic printed pieces 

 

I.2. Results of the Market Study in the ZE conducted in the PEPS study  

 
On the PEPS website, www.peps-interreg.eu, it is possible to complete an industrial questionnaire 
that is found in the 3 languages, English, French and Flemish. The aim is to enable us to identify the 
industrial needs for the PEPS project in the eligible area to adapt our future technological 
developments in order to be more in line with the industrial expectations of our sector. 
 
 
After a year of starting the PEPS project, here are the first results: 
Note: These interviews were conducted on a voluntary basis, which is why the entire geographic area 
is not represented. 
 
50% of the companies that responded to the survey are groups or companies with more than 200 
people, 33% of SMEs with less than 10 people and 16% of companies are SMEs with about 100 
people. 
 
The companies interviewed come from 25% of Walloon Belgium and 75% from the Hauts de France 
and Grand Est regions. 
 
The business sectors represent the following sectors: telecommunications, medical, 
aeronautics, automotive, energy, chemistry, metal processing, however about 60% of the 
companies that responded to the questionnaire are plastics processors! 
 
On average, 60% of companies own or use a 3D printer, 40% have not yet felt the need. For those 
who use 3D printing, Figure 16 shows that the majority of 45% use it for the printing of prototypes. 
 

file:///C:/Users/pl/Desktop/www.peps-interreg.eu
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Figure 17 - A diagram of the uses of 3D printing on the ZE 

 
To the question: "When do you think you will equip yourself?", 37.5% are already equipped, 12.5% 
plan the acquisition next year, 25% in the next 3 years and the 25% answer "never" with a probability 
rate of doing so up to 33%. 
 
Additive manufacturing requirements are multiple, but 7 main needs predominate within the 
companies interviewed. They are ranked in the table below: 
 

 Additive Manufacturing Needs % 

1 Integrating the FA into our research and development 19% 

2 
Create a partnership with a supplier or technical centre with a good 

knowledge of FA technology 
19% 

3 
Because the FA could represent opportunities for our company to diversify 

with new products and offer jobs that we don't currently have 
19% 

4 Getting new products faster distributed on the market 14% 

5 Use FA to help us customize products 14% 

6 
Determine from how economically attractive it becomes to use FA rather 

than more traditional industrial processes 
10% 

7 We want 3D technologies to be economically viable now 5% 

 Total 100% 

 

 
There are barriers to acquiring additive manufacturing, the interviewed companies have classified 
them according to Figure 17. The most important obstacle concerns the uncertain quality of the final 
parts as to their mechanical resistance, surface condition, etc... 
 

18,18%

45,45%

18,18%

9,09%

9,09%

Utilisation de l'impression 3D sur la ZE actuellement

Faire des essais

Impression de prototypes

Réaliser des pièces plus complexes

Faire des gabarits de contrôle

Réaliser une petite production
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Figure 18 - Brakes for the acquisition of the FA from the point of view of the companies interviewed 

Note: There is no company that feels a lack of information about the FA and its potential as a 
hindrance to the deployment of technology. 
 
In the end, 50% of companies want technical support for the construction of custom prototypes, 25% 
to increase their knowledge of FA and 25% to develop new materials for example with controlled 
porosities. 
 
At the end of the survey, companies want to: 
 
From materials point of view :  
 

 Combine multiple materials at the same time with printing  
 Access highly technical subjects such as PEEK or PEI  
 Access polymer materials with identical injection characteristics allowing them to perform 

tests on finished parts under real-world conditions. 
 Print materials loaded with fiberglass or carbon  
 Print materials loaded with metal powders to make metal parts 

 
From printers point of view : 
 

 The machines they want to invest are stereolithography machines for surface quality and to 
print large parts, 

 SLS-type machines to print prototypes in PA, 
 FDM equipments. 

 
From post-treatment point of view : 
 

 They are interested in the developments around polishing printed parts, whether mechanical 
or chemical. 

 Access roughness <1µm and dimensional tolerances of less than 2/10 
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From dimensionnal point of view : 
 

 Print large pieces 
 

After reading this §, you are welcome to update these responses by answering the questionnaire 
that is online on our PEPS website, www.peps-interreg.eu. This will allow us to see the evolution of 
the market at the end of the project in 2022! 
 

I.3. The AM players in the territory of the ZE 

I.3.a    In Belgium 

 

Belgium has been a leading pioneer in the evolution of the AM, with a number of the first AM players 
from the country. As a result, Belgium can now draw on extensive know-how and expertise. The 
Belgian AM ecosystem predicts substantial growth in AM-related revenues and jobs over the next 
three years. Nevertheless, efforts are needed to make the transition from prototyping to more 
industrial AM applications for larger, complex end products. 
At present, many Belgian (manufacturing) companies now consider additive technology still too 
immature and therefore perceive its adoption as a relatively high risk. These companies often find it 
difficult to seize all the opportunities that the AM can bring, perhaps because it is difficult to calculate 
the business case. Or because they simply do not see the need to change the current means of 
production. 
The importance of the investments made in AM by the major Original Equipment Manufacturer 
(OEM) such as Airbus, Thales, Audi and Volkswagen should certainly not be underestimated. While 
companies supplying parts to these OEMs can test and create expertise on AM, they are not the ones 
who decide to turn 3D printed parts into finished products. A number of companies in the aerospace 
industry are experimenting with the AM because the major manufacturers (Airbus and Boeing) have 
made it clear that they must be ready to use the technology within five to 10 years. As the Belgian 
manufacturing economy is mainly downstream of these OEMs, the need and demand for the AM will 
also affect the Belgian industry. For example, the Liège-based Company Safran Aero Boosters has 
obtained certification from the European Aviation Safety Agencies (EASA) and the United States (FAA) 
for a civil aircraft engine part made in metallic 3D printing. The part in question is made from 
aluminum powder (Figure 18). Traditionally manufactured in foundry, it retains the same features 
and interfaces when produced in additive manufacturing, allowing it to be qualified and currently 
used on the Airbus A320neo. 

https://www.peps-interreg.eu/
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Figure 19 - Safran Aero Boosters manufactures 3D lubrication groups for the Airbus A320 neo. (Copyright 
Thierry Dosogne/Techspace Aero/Safran) 

 
Belgium has a strong footprint in all the required elements of the industrial AM value chain. The AM 
production process requires three types of resources: material, printer and software. Thanks to these 
combined technological resources, the AM process is segmented into three phases: 1) Engineering 
and conception; 2) 3D Printing production; 3) Post treatment. These phases can be carried out within 
the company, outsourced or through a combination of the two (Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20 - The AM's value chain 

 
Belgium is a pioneering country in the field of AM thanks to the leading research that took place at 
the Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (KULeuven). Its research teams have been able to capitalize on the 
technologies developed, giving rise to two major Belgian players: Materialise and Layerwise (acquired 
by 3D Systems in 2014). This explains why Belgium is represented in the two pillars (material and 
software) of the AM's value chain. For example, Materialise is a Leuven-based company that employs 
1,800 workers worldwide and is a provider of AM software, 3D printing services and medical 
solutions (Figure 21). Two other innovative start-ups, Aerosint and Twikit, are also attracting a lot of 
attention in the field of AM. There is therefore an important know-how and infrastructure present in 
Belgium. 
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Figure 21 - Materialise is one of the Belgian leaders in the AM sector 

 
KU Leuven remains a leading reference for the development of metal printing technologies, although 
other universities such as the University of Ghent (UGent) and the University of Liège (ULg) have also 
developed cutting-edge expertise. Sirris has accumulated more than 25 years of expertise in applied 
AM research, playing a key role in transferring AM knowledge to companies through collaborative 
applied research, research and development consulting and training. 
Sirris estimates that the contribution of Belgian industry to the AM's global economy would be 
between 3 and 3.5%. A significant number of small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) have 
invested in AM in recent years, which has led to the development of a rich network of service 
providers, particularly in Flanders. For example, ZiggZagg offers 3D printing services for prototyping 
or producing small polymer series such as PA or TPU with HP's MultiJet Fusion technology (Figure 22). 
Most are (very) small businesses, focused on a single printing technology. Thanks to their expertise, 
the majority of these companies can support the design of the parts to be printed. The largest players 
integrate design, engineering and post-processing services (in-house or through partnerships) into 
their value chain. 
 

 

Figure 22 - HP MJF 3D printing machines at ZiggZagg 

 
Large companies, mainly in Aerospace and Defence, have also invested in AM, in collaboration with 
research and development organisations, internalizing expertise through the development of new 
materials/technologies for their own applications. This is the case of the CRM group, which has 
invested with the help of the Walloon region in the additive manufacture of large metal parts. This is 
also the case with the FN Herstal. Or the Engie group with Engie Laborelec, which uses the AM for the 
replacement or maintenance of crucial parts. 
The Belgian AM community expects strong growth in the coming years. The results of the PWC survey 
show that 50% of Belgian companies operating in AM expect a high rate of growth in terms of  
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revenues over the next three years, resulting in a significant increase in jobs directly related to the 
AM. An initial estimate predicts a potential creation or transition of 1000 to 1500 jobs over the next 
three to five years in manufacturing firms. In 2017, the number of workers in AM companies - in 
which AM is considered a primary activity - was about 1,500. This represents 90% of the AM's total 
employment in Belgium. In addition, the average employment growth rate over the past eight years 
was 15%. It is therefore expected that the number of jobs directly related to AM will double over the 
next three to five years in manufacturing firms. 
Belgium also benefits from a public support ecosystem. FlandersMake, the strategic research centre 
for manufacturing industry, supports collaborative applied research in Flanders, with a focus on 
industry 4.0. In Wallonia, Mecatech funds innovative projects with a broader approach. Both also 
operate with European funding. In doing so, they allow companies to adopt the AM. Training is 
currently quite limited, although some universities and technical colleges have already incorporated 
some aspects of AM into their programs. Sirris offers a masterclass on "Design for Additive 
Manufacturing" which is popular with the industry. In Flanders and Wallonia, recent initiatives have 
been launched (by Technifutur, VDAB and Agoria) to extend training to industry as well as job 
seekers. 
Three market players are linked to clustering and networking activities: over the past 25 years, Sirris 
has helped bring companies together through its technical workshops and activities. In Flanders, 
Strategic Initiative Materials (SIM) is very active both in raising awareness, via Flam3D, and in 
bringing companies closer together around collaborative projects. Flam3D is a cluster of mainly AM 
service providers in Flanders and the Netherlands. Agoria has launched a specific AM business group 
to develop the Belgian AM market by raising awareness and creating opportunities to share know-
how for the industry and to better respond to the sector's challenges in the political sphere. 
 
The use of AM is particularly interesting for low volume parts. However, given the speed at which 
technology is evolving, the number of parts included in this "low volume" is constantly increasing. 
Over the next three years, the AM will be used primarily for the production of series under 100 
pieces. 
For Belgian companies, five main technological advantages (Figure 23) will encourage the 
implementation of the FA, which can affect different applications: product improvement, customer 
responsiveness and internal processes. Lack of awareness and confidence in technology, as well as 
high costs are the main obstacles for AM in Belgium, according to the results of the PWC survey. 
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Figure 23 - Left: Top 5 drivers of AM development in Belgium. Right: Overview of the commercial value of the 
technical advantages that the AM can bring 

 

I.3.b    In France  

 

As with the Belgian side, France and in particular the eligible area has players in all additive, polymer 

and ceramic manufacturing technologies. This diversity of companies involved is to be compared with 

the sectors of major applications of these technologies (aeronautics, transport, medical, tools for the 

plastics industry in particular, consumer goods). Nevertheless, on this side too, substantial research 

and development efforts remain to be carried out, in terms of materials and process setting, to move 

on the one hand from form prototyping (design validation) to functional prototyping (good material 

and performance close to those of the final part to be achieved by an end), depending on the sectors 

of applications, the profitability of investments has yet to be demonstrated , or demonstrable, to 

convince potential players to integrate these technologies. 

The French side can rely, for the development of the AM and its optimal integration in the industrial 

sectors potentially requesting, on leading research laboratories, in the critical areas of these new 

processes, namely materials (we will mention the Universities of Reims, Lille, Compiègne, the IMT 

Lille Douai), the design of machines (Compiègne, IMT Lille Douai , University of Lille), the 

development of original and efficient driving systems (University of Lille, and Compiègne, IMT Lille 

Douai). Several pioneering technical centres in the fields also provide evidence of concepts that can 

convince potential users (for example, CERTES). Similarly, local institutional players have structured 

industrial interest groups (Club Impression 3D Hauts de France, Platinium 3D in Charleville-Mézières) 

to pool efforts, experiences and connect the various players in the sector. 

Nevertheless, as with the Belgian side, apart from the end users of the major industrial sectors, the 

other players (development of materials, machinery, custom manufacturing, design offices) remain 

small structures whose economic viability is highly dependent on the immediate context and 

therefore remains to be confirmed. 
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II  Equipments andTechnologies within PEPS 

 
 
In this paragraph, the 4 shaping technologies presented can all transform polymers 
and feedstock either as reinforcement or to indirectly print ceramics or metals. They 
are all 4 at different levels of maturity, the comparative study presented in paragraph 
IV of this report on PIM like printing of 316L parts shows how disparate and evolving 
the advances are. In the same way, these 4 processing technologies are followed by 
debinding and sintering steps when these processes are used to print metallic or 
ceramic parts. These steps are identical in theory to the PIM technology presented in 
the annex of this report. The differences are due to the type of debinding because it is 
a function of the chemical  nature of the binder used and sintering is a function of the 
load used. Consequently, the gaseous, pressure and temperature atmospheres will be 
different.  
 

II.1 Polymer additive manufacturing technologies and PIM like : 

 

II.1.a    Technologies with  filaments  

 

The most common 3D printing method uses polymer filaments and is known as Fused 
Deposition Modeling (FDM) or Fused Filament Fabrication (FFF).  
 

Principle 
A continuous filament of a thermoplastic polymer is used to 3D print layers of material. The filament is 

heated to a molten state and then extruded onto the platform (Figure 23). The thermoplasticity of the 

material allows the filament to melt during printing and solidify after printing. The resolution is in the 

range of 50 to 200 μm. 
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Figure 24 - Technologie FDM 

Advantages and limitations of technologies 

The main advantages are its ease of use, low cost and high printing speed. On the other hand, the 
main disadvantages of parts printed by FDM are their low mechanical properties, layer-by-layer 
appearance and poor surface quality. In addition, the quantity of thermoplastic materials is limited. 
Nevertheless, fiber-reinforced polymers can be used to increase mechanical properties but induce 
several challenges such as fiber orientation, fiber-matrix bonding and void formation. Also, it is 
possible to add metallic or ceramic fillers either as reinforcement or to print parts in these grades 
(100% metallic or ceramic); however, the proportion of binder is higher compared to PIM technology 
and therefore the shrinkage will be greater because the filled filament must remain soft and 
malleable.  
 

II.1.b    Pellets based technologies 

 
The 3D printing method that uses a pellet extruder for filled or unfilled polymers 
mounted on an FFF type printer, this technological solution is known as Fused Feedstock 
Deposition (FFD).  
 

Principle 

The pellets are placed in a funnel and are extruded by a heated extrusion screw to emerge as a 
continuous filament which is deposited layer by layer (Figure 24). There are several possibilities, either 
the extruder is mobile and the plate fixed, or the opposite. The platen is heated and the enclosure can 
be thermally regulated to ensure a good bond between the layers and avoid deformation of the part 
during printing. The resolution is of the order of 50 to 200 μm as in the FFF technology. 
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Figure 25 - Technologie FFD 

Advantages and limitations of technologies 

The advantages of this technology are the use of direct injection granules and access to a larger 
number of polymers than in FFF technology and the use of feedstocks from the PIM process, 
allowing for a large amount of material available, the possibility of printing scaffold structures 
and the use of a low-cost technology. 
The drawbacks are that as it is a nascent technology, it is necessary to work on the substrates, 
the printing strategies, the robustness of the machines, the adhesion of the layers between 
them and of the first layer with the substrate, moreover, the roughness of the parts is not 
negligible. Even if all the PIM materials are available and can be used in principle, the rheology 
of the granules must still be studied and the materials tested one by one. A material that is 
more fluid and therefore less loaded will be easier to process, while a higher shrinkage will have 
to be taken into account. 
 

II.1.c    Powder Bed Technologies 

 
Additive  powder manufacturing is performed by selective laser sintering (SLS), 
selective laser melting (SLM) or binder spraying on a powde r-like substrate (3DP). 
As in the PEPS project, we only consider PIM like technologies, so we will not 
mention in this roadmap the "direct" technologies using a laser or electron beam, 
but those using printing cartridges with binders concerning printed met allic or 
ceramic parts.  

 

Principle 

In powder bed melting processes, thin layers of very fine powders densely compacted on a platform 
are fused with the help of a binder. Subsequent powder layers are deposited on top of the previous 
layers and fused together until the final 3D part is built (Figure 25). Excess powder is then removed 
under vacuum. The distribution  Powder grain sizes and packing are important parameters 
determining the density of the printed part.  
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Selective laser sintering (SLS) can be used for a variety of polymers, metals and alloy powders while 
selective laser melting (SLM) can only be used for certain metals such as steel and aluminum. The two 
methods are very similar and differ only on technical aspects. SLS does not completely melt the 
powder, however a high surface temperature causes the grains to sinter. In SLM, the powder grains 
are completely melted and fuse together after laser scanning, providing better mechanical properties. 
In the case of binder spraying on a powder-like substrate, the binder is a liquid chemical agent. The 
chemistry and rheology of the binder, the size and shape of the powder particles, the deposition rate, 
the interaction between the powder and the binder and the post-treatment techniques play an 
important role in this process. The density of 3DP parts is generally lower than in SLS or SLM. 
 

 

Figure 26 – Powder bed technology 

 

 

Advantages and limitations of technologies 

Fine resolution (80-250 μm) and high quality are the main advantages of powder bed fusing, making 

this method suitable for printing complex structures. The printed parts have very good densities with 

high mechanical properties, these are also technologies that can make several tens/hundreds of parts 

at a time. There is no need for support, as the parts are supported by the powder bed.  

The limitations of this process are the use of fine powder particles, the need to design the part with 

holes to evacuate the powder. This is an expensive process. Finally, this process is beginning to mature 

to print parts in medium series for the aerospace industry with powders that are accredited. 
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II.1.d    Polymer paste technologies 

 

This family of processes corresponds to stereolithography processes. The 3D 
photopolymerization printing technology encompasses several processes based on the 
same basic strategy: a liquid photopolymer contained in a tank (container) is selectively 
cured by a heat source. Layer after layer, the physical object is created in three 
dimensions. 

Principle 

This technology uses UV light or DLP (Digital Light Processing) light flashes or a laser beam to initiate 
a chain reaction on a layer of resin or monomer solution. The monomers (mainly acrylic or epoxy 
based) are active at the emitted wavelengths and are instantly transformed into polymer chains after 
activation. After polymerization, a pattern within the resin layer is solidified to support the 
subsequent layers (Figure 26). The unreacted resin is removed after printing and reused. The energy of 
the light source and exposure are the main factors controlling the thickness of each layer. 

 

Figure 27 - Stereolithography technology 

Advantages and limitations of technologies 

This process family prints high quality parts at a fine resolution as low as 10 μm. On the other hand, it 

is relatively slow, expensive and the range of printing materials is very limited, although filled resins 

are coming on the market allowing to obtain 100% ceramic or metallic parts. The limitations of these 

technologies, are the small size of the printed parts for resins filled with metallic or ceramic powder, 

the complexity to remove the paste in areas where the resin has not hardened, this step is dirty, 

delicate and manual, also the toxicity of using heat-sensitive resins and therefore thermal debinding. 

The advantages are the generation of complex structures, low roughness, the use of very fine ceramic 

or metal particles without having the problems of particle volatility since they are embedded in resins. 

This family of processes is one of the first processes where ceramics could be implemented by 3D 

printing. 
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II.2 Availability of printing and post-processing machines within the 
PEPS consortium 

 

 
FFF, FFD technologies are present within the consortium for printing polymers as well as metallic and 

ceramic parts. SLS technology is also present within the consortium. Concerning the means of 

debinding, we have semi-industrial (aqueous, thermal and catalytic) and laboratory (ethanol and 

acetone) equipment. Finally for sintering, we have a metal sintering furnace and a sintering furnace 

for ceramics. 

 
Means of printing: 
Raise3D pro2 
Freeformer 
Direct3D  
 

           
 

 
Means of debinding: 
Catalytic furnace 
Thermal debinding furnace 
Water-based debinding system 
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Means of sintering: 
Ceramic sintering furnace 
Metal sintering furnace 
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II.3 The material preparation technologies (extruders, mixers, etc...) 
available within the PEPS consortium 

 
For the processing and shaping phase of the polymer/filler mixture, the PEPS consortium is equipped 
with several single-screw and twin-screw extruders that can be equipped with shaping accessories to 
obtain the desired semi-finished product;  granules, calibrated filament, regranulated calibrated 
filament. By choosing the right polymer (fluidity, filler compatibility), it is possible to achieve mixtures 
containing 70-80%wt of mineral or metallic fillers. If the filament extrusion is too complex at first, it is 
also possible to cool the masses obtained by mixing in bivis (a few kg) or in an internal mixer (a few 
tens of grams) and then grind them to the desired size (typically 4mm to feed an extruder or a 3D 
printer). As our extrusion equipment is not specially treated against abrasion wear, the mineral 
charges must be selected accordingly or the replacement of wearing parts (granulator knives, dies, 
extrusion screw, extruder sheath) must be provided. 
 
 

 

Figure 28 -  Ligne d’extrusion de filament calibré (Certech) 

Single screw extruder 

 

- The role of a single-screw extruder is to shape the molten polymer after it has passed through 

a die. The extruder consists of a screw that rotates in a cylindrical sleeve whose temperature 

is regulated by heating and cooling systems. The geometry of this screw is defined so that the 

process is carried out under optimum conditions depending on the polymer used. The 

diameter of the screw body is not constant and increases over part of the length. Thus, this 

screw mechanically transports the polymer to the die by rotation through three 

phenomenological zones : 

- The feed zone into which the polymer pellets are introduced via a hopper, 

- The melting zone in which the polymer changes from solid to molten state on contact with the 

sheath. The melting mechanism is controlled in order to obtain a homogeneous product with 

no melting or degradation. In this zone, the diameter of the screw body gradually increases, 

thus reducing the depth of the channel, 
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- The pumping zone in which the melted polymer is compressed due to the larger diameter of 

the screw and exits the extruder to pass through the die. 

A single-screw extruder allows the polymer material to be melted and compressed in a die. Different 

types of accessories can be adapted, including a 3D filament extrusion line that allows typical 

diameters of 1.75 or 2.85 mm to be obtained. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bivis extruder 

The twin-screw extruder differs from the single-screw extruder by the presence of two parallel 
screws in the barrel as well as by a more complete equipment. In fact, it is equipped with a motor, 
which rotates the screws, and its feed hoppers are equipped with a system of gravimetric or 
volumetric dosers. Bivis extruders are generally used to mix materials (polymers or polymer/filler). 
The two screws, present in the temperature-controlled sheath, are parallel and rotate in a corotative 
or counter-rotating way. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These screws are made up of a set of threads, stacked on two splined shafts, which gives them a 
profile with a complex geometry. These threads are grouped into two main categories: those of 
mixing and those of transport. 
 
This particularity of the extruder makes it possible to produce screw profiles with a shear rate 
adapted to the desired application. Another particularity of the twin-screw extruder is that the 
cylindrical sleeve is made up of several parts that can perform various functions: introduction of solid 
material, injection of liquid, degassing, etc... 
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II.4 Characterization equipment within the PEPS consortium 

II.4.a    For polymers 

DSC  

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal analysis technique. It measures the differences in 
heat exchange between a sample to be analyzed and a reference (e.g. alumina, but can also be air).  
It is used to determine phase transitions:  

- the glass transition temperature (Tg) of amorphous materials: polymers, glasses (inorganic, 
organic or metallic) and ionic liquids; 
- the melting and crystallization temperatures; 
- the enthalpies of reaction, to know the cross-linking rates of certain polymers. 

 

TGA   

Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a thermal analysis technique that consists of measuring the mass 
change of a sample as a function of time, for a given temperature or temperature profile. 
TGA is used to determine the characteristics of materials such as polymers, degradation 
temperatures, moisture absorbed by the material and/or the amount of organic and inorganic 
compounds in a material. 
 

FTIR  

Fourrier Transformed InfraRed Spectroscopy (FTIR) is a qualitative analytical method for identifying 
the different chemical functions present in an organic molecule. The analyses are performed in the 
infrared range. The wavelength range is 700 to 100,000 nm and is divided into three regions: near 
infrared, mid-infrared and far infrared. Classical chemical characterizations are carried out in the mid-
infrared, which extends from 3000 to 50000 nm, corresponding to a wave number range of 4000-400 
cm-1. 

MFI  

The Melt flow index (MFI), also known as the Melt flow rate (MFR), is a method commonly used in the 
plastics industry for the characterization of thermoplastic materials. It is used to estimate their 
extrudability. 

Rhéométry  

A rheometer is a laboratory device capable of making measurements relating to the rheology of a 
fluid. It applies shear to the sample and allows the flow properties of a liquid, suspension, paste, etc. 
to be studied in response to an applied force. 
Several rheometer configurations are available, including : 
- Parallel trays (plane plane, PP). The air gap, which can be modified from 0.2 to 3 mm, allows the 
study of "particulate" or filled samples (e.g. polymer melt, etc.). 
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- Forced flow capillary (also called "high pressure" capillary). Used to access elongation properties 
and to simulate forming operations requiring high shear rates (pumping, extrusion, spraying, etc.). 
The product contained in a high-strength cylindrical steel tank is forced through a die with a circular 
or rectangular cross-section and known dimensions, by means of a piston whose speed is controlled. 

 

II.4.b    For metals and ceramics (optical microscope, SEM, DRX, GDOES, porosity 
rate, density, hardness, grain size, microstructure) 

 

Optical microscopy 

The optical microscope is an optical instrument equipped with an objective and an eyepiece that can 
magnify the image of a small object so that it can be observed by the human eye. It is particularly used 
to examine the structure, defects, etc... of a material (metal, ceramic or polymer) from x5 to x1000. 

SEM 

Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) is an electron microscopy technique capable of producing high-
resolution images of the surface of a sample using the principle of electron-matter interactions. 
Today, scanning electron microscopy is used in fields ranging from biology to materials science, and a 
large number of manufacturers offer standard devices equipped with secondary electron detectors 
with a resolution of a few nanometers. 

XRD 

X-ray crystallography, radiocrystallography or X-ray diffractometry (XRD) is an analytical technique 
based on the diffraction of X-rays by matter, especially when it is crystalline. 

This method uses a beam of X-rays which,  encountering a crystal, is reflected in specific directions 
determined by the wavelength of the X-rays and by the dimensions and orientation of the crystal 
lattice. By measuring the angles and intensity of the diffracted rays, it is possible to obtain the 
dimensions of the crystal lattice, the symmetries of the crystal structure (space group) and a three-
dimensional image of the electron density in the lattice. From this density, the average position of the 
atoms of the crystal forming the crystal pattern can be determined as well as the nature of these 
atoms, their chemical bonds, their thermal agitation and other structural information. 

GDOES  

The GDOES (Glow Discharge Optical Emission Spectroscopy), is a chemical analysis tool to know the 
composition of a material.  
The analysis process consists in making a plasma spark on the sample to be characterized in an analysis 
chamber which is under vacuum. The material composing the sample will be progressively eroded and 
will be analyzed as the analysis progresses to give the quantity of elements present according to the 
eroded depth. This analysis can be carried out on a solid material or on a material with a surface 
treatment. The sample must be dense and flat to be able to create a vacuum. 
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Porosity measurement 

Several types of techniques can be used to characterize the pores and porosity of a sample: 
- Mercury Porosimeter: This involves injecting a volume of mercury under pressure into the sample. 
The mercury fills the voids in a sample of the previously dried material. You only need to look at the 
volume of mercury injected to get the pore volume and pore size distribution. 
- Helium Pycnometry: Helium can enter the smallest pores or voids. This method is used to measure 
the unknown volume of a material having a certain weight. By combining the results of this 
pycnometry technique with bulk density values from other techniques, such as mercury porosimetry, 
information on porosity can also be obtained. 
- BET Analysis: Gas adsorption is the most appropriate method for measuring BET specific surface 
area. If a gas comes into contact with a solid material, some of the gas molecules measured are 
adsorbed on the surface of this material. The amount of gas adsorbed depends on the gas pressure, 
temperature, type of gas and the size of the surface. After selecting the measuring gas and the 
temperature, the specific surface area of a solid material can be reliably and comparably calculated 
from the adsorption isotherm.  For practical reasons, the adsorption of nitrogen at a temperature of 
77 K (liquid nitrogen) has been established as a method for the determination of specific surfaces. 

Hardness 

The hardness of a material defines the resistance of a sample surface to the penetration of a punch, 
for example a hardened steel ball (Brinell hardness) or a diamond pyramid (Vickers hardness). If it 
resists well, it will be hard, otherwise it will be soft. Hardness is measured on different scales 
depending on the type of material: 

- Vickers hardness (HV) 
- Brinell hardness (HB) 
- Rockwell Hardness (HR) 
- Shore hardness (polymer) 

 

Grain size measurement 

The measurement of grain size in metal and alloy samples is essential for quality control. By 
combining optical microscopy and image analysis, reproducible and reliable grain size measurements 
can be obtained. 

Microstructure  

 The areas of the microstructure, called crystallites (grains, fillers or amorphous zones) are generally 
microscopic in size and can be characterized, both qualitatively and quantitatively, under an optical 
microscope. This discipline covers different fields: metallography for metals, ceramography for 
ceramics and plastography for polymers. Monocrystalline and amorphous materials have no 
microstructure visible under the optical microscope. 

Mechanical properties 

Metallic, ceramic and polymer materials can be characterized for their mechanical resistance through 

different tests such as Tension, Compression, Torsion, Shear, Bending (1 point, 3 points or 4 points), 

Impact Bending, Creep or Relaxation (at room temperature), for the main tests. These tests can be 
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carried out in static or dynamic. The values obtained are the elastic limits, Young's modulus, 

maximum resistance, deformation in length or in striction, etc...  
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III State of research and development 

 
 
In this chapter, the state of additive manufacturing research that is presented is not exhaustive and 

does not distinguish between progress in the eligible area and those outside the zone (see page 11). 

For companies that have innovations and wish to communicate about their progress, please make 

yourself known to the PEPS consortium at the following address: info@peps-interreg.eu 

 

III.1. Advances in technology 

III.1.a    Advances in PIM like technologies  

 
Concerning FFF technologies (Cf. II.1 a), many machines initially available for polymers are now 
available on the market to implement materials loaded with metal powders and ceramics. 
 
FDM printer suppliers are very numerous, the prices of printers range from 300 to about 100k euros 
including the Metal X® from Markforged which has developed a printer for loaded filaments with 2 
nozzles, one to print ceramic supports and the other for metal filaments such as 17-4PH, 316L, 
inconel 625 and TA6V and 2 A2 and D2 tool steels. The filaments are developed and protected by 
Markforged®. In the same area, Desktop Metal® proposes to print polymer loaded from "pencil", the 
supplier materials at the moment number 3: 17-4PH, 316L and a tool steel the H13. 
 
The available filaments are all available on FDM printers available on the market. 
 
Suppliers of materials loaded filaments have thus appeared as BASF with the ultrafuse 316L and 17-
4PH, the supplier Nanoé offers filaments of ceramic zircone and alumina, also Inmatec offers ceramic 
filament, etc. The cost of the materials is at the moment about 300 euros/kg. 
 
Here are some filament suppliers with their websites :  
The Virtual Foundry :   https://shop.thevirtualfoundry.com/ 
Nanoé :    http://www.nanoe.com/fr/zetamix-3d-printing/ 
 
BASF : https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-

are/organization/locations/europe/german-companies/basf-3d-
printing-solutions-gmbh/metal-solutions/Ultrafuse_316L.html 

Biest :           http://www.szbiest.com/en/product_3.html/ ... 
 
  

mailto:info@peps-interreg.eu
https://shop.thevirtualfoundry.com/
http://www.nanoe.com/fr/zetamix-3d-printing/
https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/organization/locations/europe/german-companies/basf-3d-printing-solutions-gmbh/metal-solutions/Ultrafuse_316L.html
https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/organization/locations/europe/german-companies/basf-3d-printing-solutions-gmbh/metal-solutions/Ultrafuse_316L.html
https://www.basf.com/global/en/who-we-are/organization/locations/europe/german-companies/basf-3d-printing-solutions-gmbh/metal-solutions/Ultrafuse_316L.html
http://www.szbiest.com/en/product_3.html/
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Concerning FFD technologie (Cf.II.1.b) which works with an extrusion screw, there are 
different suppliers on the market  : 
 
Direct 3D :   https://www.direct3d.it/  
3D Figo :   http://3d-figo.de 
Pollen type M : https://www.pollen.am/ 
AIM3D :   https://www.aim3d.de/... 
 
From the simple extruder to mount or even on a printer to the printer offered with the post-
processing ovens, the prices range from about 4000 euros HT to about 100k. The pellets used are 
often the pellets of PIM technology (see appendix), but it is necessary to demonstrate and develop 
the parameters, which allows the use of a wide range of materials available through the PIM or they 
are developed and sold by companies dedicated as nanoé for example. 
 
Corollary on the freeformer® from Arburg : 
The Freeformer designed and manufactured by injection press manufacturer Arburg. It is an additive 
manufacturing machine of 3D thermoplastic parts without tools, that is, it is a process of shaping by 
adding material, layer by layer using an injection screw. It can make parts from 3D files in STL format. 
The machine's software allows the part to be reproduced in 3 dimensions layer by layer. The machine 
has two nozzles that allow it to deposit at least two different drip materials in sequence. The 
interface between these two materials is no longer a surface but an interpenetration of drops 
between them, which increases the properties at the level of the recolleation zone. 
 
 

  

Figure 29 - Photo of room during printing 

The operation is simple: The pellets are stored in a hopper, they slide little by little into an endless 
screw heated at different temperatures at different locations. The material is viscous, and is pushed 
by the screw into the nozzle, where a piezo actuator performs a vertical frequency translation in 
order to push the material drop by drop through an orifice ranging from a diameter of 0.15 to 0.25 
through 0.20mm. The latter is placed on a plate that can be in different materials, in a enclosure 
heated to the desired temperature.  The operation is shown in Figure 31. The print tray is 
230x130x250mm.  

https://www.direct3d.it/
http://3d-figo.de/
https://www.pollen.am/
https://www.aim3d.de/
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We carried out tests with ceramic pellets that allowed us to make pieces in zircone. The study 2 has 
shown the feasibility of printing such viscous and loaded materials, we continue to work on the 
robustness of the machine that can accommodate pellets with abrasive particles such as ceramics 
and also on the rheology of the printed formulation. Developments with metal loads are also 
planned. 
 

                                                   

Figure 31 - Photos of white and black zircone pieces printed at CRITT with the Freeformer 

 
The advantage of this technology as for the FFD is to be able to use polymer granules or feedstocks 
directly, the bond between the melted droplets allows to have a high density of printed part giving 
the room more mechanical properties superior to the parts printed by FDM from an unloaded 
polymer point of view. 

                                                 
2
 A. Renou, D. Auzene, G. Dangla, S. Buet, H. Bonnefoy, “Characterization of zirconia produced by 

additive manufacturing”, proceedings PM 2017 - 1-5 October 2017 - Milan, Italy. 

 

 Figure 30 - Freeformer's operating pattern 
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The limitations of technology are that it is expensive and the printing of polymers loaded with metal 
must still be developed. At the moment it is not a mature technology. 
 
Concerning powder bed technologies  (Cf.II.1.c), developments are also under way, especially 
with the increase in productivity towards the big series. Indeed, thanks to technologies such as the 
Binder jetting processes developed by the Swedish company "Digital Metal®" or Exone, HP, Ricoh, GE, 
etc. solutions, the Metal binder jetting becomes a more or less mature relevant solution, as 
demonstrated by the CETIM study to produce metal parts in large numbers by additive process. Note: 
Hoganas first developed prints in 316L and currently Nickel, Cobalt and Iron alloys for medical and 
aeronautical applications3. This process is beginning to mature to print medium series parts for the 
aviation industry with powders that are accredited. 
 
Some suppliers :  
Exone :  https://www.exone.com/de-de/ 
HP :   https://www8.hp.com/us/en/printers/3d-printers/products/metal-jet.html 
Hoganas :  https://www.hoganas.com/3dprinting/... 
 

Concerning polymer pastes technologies (Cf.II.1.d), these technologies, initially dedicated to 
thermoset polymers, then turned to the first ceramic parts and now offer metal parts! 
 
Some providers of this type of technology : 
PRODWAYS, which sells machines with the DLP process with the patented "movinglight®" technology: 
https://www.prodways.com/fr/ 
Lithoz, an Austrian company that has developed a stereolithography process for ceramics: 
https://www.lithoz.com/ 
INCUS, an Austrian company, is the company that specialises in the manufacture of metal parts by 
stereolithography processes : https://www.lithoz.com/en/blog-entry/view_express_entity/1529  
3D CERAM, a French company, with ceramic paste using a laser to photoreticulate the resin: 
https://3dceram.com/fr/ 
 

 

III.1.b    3D composite printing technologies on the market with continuous pre-

impregnated fibre automated placement : 

 
Most 3D printers capable of processing composite materials are based on the polymer extrusion 
process, known as FFF. 3D printing of filaments containing cut fibers is simple, requiring only a 
tempered steel nozzle to withstand strands of abrasive fibers. For continuous fibre printing, the FFF 
process requires a second nozzle to separately deposit a single strand of uninterrupted fiber. The FFF 
proceeds by deposition of material layer by layer in 2D, often resulting in weak mechanical properties 
in the vertical direction (anisotropy). 
In addition to the molten filament deposition, other technologies exist, such as robotic arms that 
allow printing on a larger scale and in all directions (isotropy). Photolithography, inkjet printing and 

                                                 
3
 https://www.hoganas.com/en/powder-technologies/additive-manufacturing/3d-printing-powders/ 

https://www.exone.com/de-de/
https://www8.hp.com/us/en/printers/3d-printers/products/metal-jet.html
https://www.hoganas.com/3dprinting/
https://www.prodways.com/fr/
https://www.lithoz.com/
https://www.lithoz.com/en/blog-entry/view_express_entity/1529
https://3dceram.com/fr/
https://www.hoganas.com/en/powder-technologies/additive-manufacturing/3d-printing-powders/
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direct energy deposition are all technologies that have taken hold of the additive manufacture of 
composite materials. 
 
Overview of the key technologies below: 
 

Markforged : The pioneer 

First composite 3D printing machine (2014). The printer is equipped with two nozzles, one to deposit 
the plastic filament and the other to simultaneously deposit the fiber strands. 

Desktop Metal : Micro Automated Fiber Placement (µAFP) 

AFP = heating and compacting fiber reinforcements on complex moulds to produce continuous fiber 
composite materials. µAFP, ditto AFP but in office format. AFP works like Markforged's technology, 
but instead of using fiber coils, the technology uses fiber ribbon rollers. Carbon fiber can be 
integrated into nylon, PEEK and PEKK. Nylon can also be reinforced with fiberglass. 

Anisoprint : Composite Fiber Coextrusion (CFC) 

Unlike Markforged and Desktop Metal technologies, CFC technology allows plastic to be reinforced 
with continuous composite fibers directly during the printing process, not at a preliminary stage. This 
approach allows users to use the plastic of their choice (PETG, ABS, PC, PLA, nylon, etc.) and to 
change the filling density of the composite. 

Arevo : free motion robotics  

Deposit of layers of pre-impregnated continuous carbon fiber filament, which is simultaneously 
heated with a laser, before a roller compresses it on the construction surface. (Similar to Direct 
Energy Deposition technology for metals). JEC award 2019 winner. 

Continuous composites : Continuous Fiber 3D Printing (CF3D) 

CF3D technology feeds a roll of dry carbon fiber into a print head, mounted on a seven-axis industrial 
robot. Inside the print head, the fiber is impregnated with a fast-hardening photopolymer resin, then 
extracted through the terminal effector and hardened instantly with a powerful energy source. JEC 
award 2019 finalist. 

Fortify : Digital Composite Manufacturing (DCM) 

The DCM is a new variant of Digital Light Processing (DLP) technology, in which a projector is used to 
harden a photosensitive resin in a liquid state. In the case of DCM, the liquid resin is mixed with 
reinforcement additives, such as short carbon fiber, which are aligned using a magnetic field during 
the printing process. 

Impossible Objects : Composite-Based Additive Manufacturing (CBAM) 

With CBAM technology, sheets of fiber reinforcements, such as carbon fiber, pass under an inkjet 
printing head, which deposits a liquid solution on the sheet. Then a layer of polymer powder is 
deposited on the sheet. The powder adheres to the areas where the liquid has been deposited. 
Excess powder is blown or sucked in. This is repeated layer by layer until the object is complete as a 
stack of leaves, then this object is compressed and placed in an oven, which melts the thermoplastic 
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powder, resulting in a thermoplastic composite reinforced with fibers. CBAM materials: PEEK and 
Nylon 12 and long fiber carbon or fiberglass. Soon more materials, including nylon 6 and elastomers. 
 

 

Figure 32 - Full overview of 3D carbon fibre printers continuously 
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Figure 33 - Illustrations of the various commercial 3D printing technologies for continuous fiber composites 
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III.1.c    Printing of sacrificial plastic moulds 

 

Supplier Prodways creates ceramic-laden resin stereolithography of plastics moulds. Certainly their 
longevity will not be great, but several parts can be injected! But to print loaded or technical 
polymers that are not yet directly transformable by 3D printing on the market, making a mold in 
additive manufacturing can give an answer. And why not polymer! Hence the use of sacrificial molds! 
Low-pressure injection technology is back in the spotlight with the use of polymer injection mold. 
However, by adapting the pressures, it is possible to inject with a standard press molds that will serve 
only once. For example, this is what danish Addifab has developed4, with the manufacture of 
sacrificial injection moulds by additive manufacturing with its patented Freeform Injection molding 
(FIM) technology. The resin formulation for the printing of the moulds allows it to achieve interesting 
mechanical and dimensional performance without distorting the polymers or feedstocks that are 
injected. So modularities in materials, shapes and sizes of series become possible, no need to think 
about the removal or counter-strips of the piece since the mold will be dissolved! 
 

III.2. Advances in materials 

 

III.2.a    Technical polymers (PEEK-PEI)  

 

Polyetherthercetone (PEEK) is an aromatic polycyclic thermoplastic, it was developed by a group of 
English scientists in 19785. It is a synthetic polymer that appears under the semi-developed formula (-
C6H4-O-C6H4-O-C6H4-C0-)n; n representing the number of repetitions of the pattern (Figure 34) 

 
Figure 34 – PEEK chemical structure 

It is therefore a thermostable semi-crystalline polymer containing two phases (amorphous and 
glassy). Its crystalline phase, which confers its mechanical properties on PEEK, is very difficult to 
characterize because it depends on several variables, including thermal transition temperatures, time 
and cooling speed. PEEK is considered one of the most efficient polymers, thanks to a high melting 

                                                 
4
  Y. Zhang et al., “Characterization of near-zero pressure powder injection moulding with sacrificial mould by using 

fingerprint geometries,” CIRP Ann., May 2020, doi: 10.1016/j.cirp.2020.04.052. 
 
5 Eschbach, L. Nonresorbable polymers in bone surgery. Injury 2000, 31, 22–27. 
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temperature, it can be used over a wide range thanks to its mechanical properties, chemical 
resistance, friction resistance, wear and effort and relatively easy implementation. 
 
 
PEI (polyetherimide) is an amorphous polymer with interesting properties, just as PEEK has a high 
processing temperature as well as good properties on a wide range of temperature. It is inert to most 
hydrocarbons and has resistance to high-energy radiation. It is widely used in the field of medical 
imaging, energy and aeronautics.  
It is now possible to implement these polymers by additive manufacture and in particular with FDM 
machines. However, it must have a wide temperature range of up to 400-450 °C. Besides a closed and 
heated enclosure is required, otherwise there is a risk of getting deformed parts or peeling off during 
printing. Not all printers are suitable for this type of polymer, so it is essential to correctly select your 
printer upstream to ensure optimal print quality. 
 

 

III.2.b    Functionalized polymers (additions of charges for electrical, thermal 

conduction) 

 
In practice, all the conductive filaments available on the market today are made up of a mixture of 
carbon and a standard 3D printing polymer. These materials can drive electricity because the carbon 
they contain is graphitized, giving it a crystalline structure. 
 
This structure gives stiffness and resistance to final printing, but the nature of the bonds of carbon 
atoms leaves a single free electron in each atom. This means that the material can transmit currents 
through these free electrons, although at a much slower rate compared to real conductive materials 
such as copper and iron. Graphene is an incredibly fine material, making it suitable for very compact 
applications such as 3D printing filaments. Graphitic carbon has also been used as the main 
component of conductive inks. There are also carbon fibre coils available on the market that contain 
only a small amount of graphene or carbon black. These carbon fiber filaments have a unique 
strength and stiffness due to their carbon content, but their carbon component is too small to offer 
significant electrical conductivity. 
 
Other applications require good thermal conductivity, while maintaining a relative electrical 
resistance (heat exchanger, tank, etc.). Other charges are then used, such as boron nitride. 
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III.2.c    Biopolymers 6 

 

Recent advances in 3D printing technologies offer a promising manufacturing strategy by reducing 
waste generation and energy consumption, as well as by manufacturing large and complex 
structures. In particular, the use of lignocellulosic biomass in 3D printing has been studied to 
overcome current challenges posed by oil-sourced materials such as lack of resources and negative 
impacts on the environment. Various researches on printing technologies, printing raw materials, 
features and applications have been conducted to improve the properties of 3D-printed materials 
derived from biomass and expand their applications. Cellulose, lignin and starch are among the 
biomass-derived substances that have been used in FFF, stereolithography, binder spray or direct-
written 3D printing technologies. These technologies enable the use of low-cost biomass-derived 
substances to make composites that can be used in the construction, biomedical, pharmaceutical and 
food industries. In this emerging field, the structure-processing-property relationship is always 
respected, which means that the final product has formed hierarchically. Therefore, understanding 
the structure of biomass components remains important, as well as the use of supramolecular 
structures, such as crystallinity, material anisotropy and interfacial interactions, must be well studied 
to help achieve the target property of 3D-printed biomass-derived materials. For processing, various 
parameters such as printing resolution and parts production rates are the areas that need additional 
engineering to make 3D printing competitive with conventional materials manufacturing 
technologies. In the future, the use of compatibility and changes in interfacial chemistry could 
improve the bonding and distribution of biomass-derived loads with plastics, which could significantly 
improve the concentration of loads with moderate resistance to mitigate depletion, at least partially, 
of the oil-based materials. In addition, characterization techniques adapted to the final commercial 
application can be useful in better assessing the strengths and weaknesses of the documents. 
 

III.2.d    Recycled polymers 7 

 
In general, basic polymers such as polylefins, PS and PET used in packaging and consumer products 
are rarely used in 3D printing for a variety of reasons, including water absorption resulting in reduced 
molecular weight (in PET), lack of crystallinity control, and shrinkage and warping problems that can 
make printing difficult. At the commercial level, only a handful of companies such as Ultimaker, 
Formfutura, Verbatim and Air Wolf sell a PP filament. PS is only sold in the form of HIPS, which 
incorporates polybutadiene into a grafted polymer structure, making the filament flexible and 
resistant. Most companies sell the glycol modified version of PET (PETG), but there are a few 
companies that sell PET, including Verbatim, MadeSolid and Innofil. 
As noted above, FDM plastics are generally poorly or unrecycled, namely ABS, PLA, PC, HIPS, PETG 
and Nylon, as well as some reinforced mixtures and materials. Recycling for use in FDM filaments 
could be a way to remove these materials from the waste stream provided the plastic qualities meet 
the required properties. Numerous studies have focused on the mechanical recycling of the two 
polymers most commonly used for material extrusion, PLA and ABS. Although PLA can be 

                                                 
6
 Research in this area comes from the Interreg COMPOSENS project 

7
 Research in this area comes from the Interreg DOUDOU and RECYCOMPOSITE 
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biodegradable unlike most material extrusion raw materials, the environmental impact of recycling 
has been 50 times better than composting. There have been several studies on the mechanical 
recycling of PLA, all showing that recycled PLA retains relatively good mechanical properties 
compared to virgin PLA, even after many treatment cycles. Several studies have explored the effects 
of abs mechanical recycling. After several reprocessing cycles, the mechanical properties of the ABS 
have decreased considerably. Recycled ABS blends with virgin ABS showed improvements in 
mechanical properties. 
 
Many filaments are reinforced with commercial or virgin materials such as carbon or glass fibers, or 
more exotic materials such as cellulose-based materials. For material extrusion AM applications, 
carbon fibre-reinforced polymers such as ABS, PETG and nylon are commonly used to increase 
traction and module resistance, resulting in parts with increased structural capabilities. Glass fibers 
are also often used to reinforce PETG and nylon. Although there is very little literature in the recycling 
of enhanced commercial filaments, there are new methods for recycling short, continuous composite 
filaments filled with fibers. 

Filament manufacturing 

Plastics are generally recycled in three different ways: mechanical recycling, chemical recycling and 
incineration. In the mechanical recycling process, the polymer is separated from the contaminants 
and crushed into pellets, which are then extruded to form the desired part. Although some 
commercial recycled materials can be chemically recycled, generally all recycled plastics for 3D 
printing are mechanically recycled by extrusion.  
 

 
Figure 35-  Schematic illustration of the recycling cycle, from the to the printed product: (a) 3D printing filament 

extrusion process and (b) FDM. 

The filament for 3D printers is produced by plastic extrusion. This process begins with the 
introduction of plastic (pellets, pellets, flakes or powders) from a hopper into the extruder's sheath. 
The material is gradually melted by the mechanical energy generated by the rotation of the screws 
and by heating elements arranged along the sheath. The molten polymer is then forced into a chain, 
which gives it the shape of filament - usually 1.75 mm or 2.85 mm in diameter. 
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Validation/testing 

The rheological and mechanical properties of the filament are the most important considerations in 
order to manufacture filament for FDM with optimal properties. There are key features such as: 1) a 
high module and bending resistance to allow continuous coiling and unloading operations, 2) high 
compression resistance to avoid breaking after passing through the rollers, and 3) sufficient filament 
stiffness and low viscosity to avoid filament distortion. 
The figure 36 presents a multi-level diagram in which the different stages of the evaluation of 
mechanical recycling carried out at the laboratory level are represented, as well as the analytical 
techniques commonly used to test the performance and/or state of degradation of the resulting 
material. It depends on the investigator to select the properties of interest that will be analyzed 
during the mechanical recycling process. 

 
Figure 37 - Key properties for quality assessment of recycled material 

 

Limitations / barriers to recycling 

Currently, there are many obstacles to converting recycled plastics into raw materials for 3D printing. 
The lack of standardization and quality control is one of the main obstacles. (Treatment conditions, 
what materials can or should be mixed, what additives to make them suitable for AM applications, 
etc.).  
A better understanding of the range of mechanical properties and the limits of recycled raw materials 
is needed, as well as commercial filaments for which they may be an appropriate replacement. 
A reduction in the number of steps to recycle plastics into raw materials would also be helpful. For 
example printing from pellets instead of filament. Currently, there are a few AM machines that can 
use pellets on a large scale. But the expansion of pellet printers for consumers is underway and is  
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expected to continue. The advantage is to reduce the cost of raw materials, using virgin materials 
directly instead of filament. Printing times are faster and the variety of materials available is greater, 
it is possible to print very soft materials (TPE) or very rigid (reinforced carbon fiber).  

 

Figure 38 - 3D printing by filament extrusion (left) and by extrusion of pellets (right). 

Another obstacle to the large-scale use of consumer plastics in material extrusion AM is that for 
many these are not technical quality plastics. As a result, they will generally have reduced mechanical 
properties compared to commercial 3D printing filaments. Many recycled polymers, especially 
packaging plastics (injection grades), require an increase in viscosity or a decrease in the hot fluidity 
index for effective use in FDM 3D printing. Further research on the blending of virgin and recycled 
materials and reinforcement is needed to push the boundaries of the mechanical properties of these 
materials. In addition, the search for additives that can allow many additional processing cycles of 
technical quality polymers without degradation of properties and/or the design of plastics for 
recycling is essential. Together, these efforts are likely to increase the use of recycled raw materials 
and the applications in which these materials can be used. 
At the molecular level, during recycling, polymer chains are exposed to thermomechanical 
degradation due to shear forces and high temperatures during grinding and extrusion. A chain split 
resulting in a reduction in molecular weight and viscosity or chemical reactions such as reticulation 
may occur. Thermo-oxidative degradation can also occur. These degradations can lead to structural, 
morphological, rheological and thermal changes, as well as changes in crystallinity and molecular 
composition. Different approaches exist to accommodate these degradations, including the addition 
of additives to control viscosity/molecular weight or crystallinity, the addition of reinforcement 
agents to improve stiffness, mixing with a virgin material or mixing with another polymer. Some 
polymers such as PLA and PET undergo hydrolysis during molten treatment, resulting in reduced 
molecular weights. Moisture-free process conditions are essential for hydrolysis-sensitive polymers. 
Stabilizers to reduce the formation of free radicals can also improve molecular weight retention. 
Chain lengtheners can be used to reassemble broken chain ends by chain split during processing in a 
molten state. This is particularly effective for polymers such as PET that have reactive terminal 
groups. 
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Small-scale recycling (domestic use) 

With the explosion of desktop 3D printers on the market in recent years, prices have dropped to the 
point that most individuals can buy a printer for their home or office. At the same time, the cost of 
office extruders to convert polymer raw material into filament for extrusion printing of materials has 
also decreased. Extrusion temperature ranges can rise up to 600°C for the most demanding materials. 

Larger-scale recycling (Commercial Filaments) 

Some companies sell commercial recycled filaments such as Refil in the Netherlands (PET 90% 
recycled bottles, ABS 100 car, HIPS fridges 100%) or Filamentive, which makes recycled filament from 
PLA, PET and ABS. At Filamentive, filaments are not made up of 100% recycled polymers but often 
between 50 and 60%. For example recycled ABS is mixed (60%) polymer to provide increased 
resistance compared to the virgin ABS. In Amsterdam, the start-up ReFlow offers recycled filament 
from PET-G. The Kymia brand, from the French group Armor, which specializes in technical filaments, 
supplies some filaments of recycled material such as PLA-R, TPU-R and HIPS-R (all three 100% 
recycled). Daylifil, the brand of the consumer supplier 3D printing Printer3D, offers recycled PET-G in 
all colors. FormFutura, under its ReForm brand, supplies recycled PLA filament, PET and ABS 
(extrusion waste). Residual extrusion waste streams are re-compounded and homogenized into a 
high-end, optimized FDM/FFF optimized filament with a significantly lower environmental impact 
than virgin matter. Neofil3D offers recycled PLA. BASF has a recycled PET filament from bottles in its 
Ultrafuse range. 
 

 

Figure 39 - Production line of 3D printing filament on an industrial scale. (https://www.an-fu.com) 

The Spanish company 3R3D Technology Materials has several 100% recycled filaments in its range: 
PLA and ABS of extrusion waste, polyamide of fishing nets (nylon), PET of bottles, PS of electronic 
devices boxes and filaments based on more exotic materials such as waste from foundries (slag) or 
coffee capsules. Still in Spain, B-PET recycles PET bottles to make 3D filament. In Belgium, for 
example, Tridea collects plastic waste from Brussels companies through its partner MCA recycling. 
They manufacture filament in PET (100%, from packaging and bottles) and PLA (100%), sometimes 
PETG and ABS. In the US, Replay3D produces recycled ABS filament from local waste from a  
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manufacturer of medical devices and PLA filament from extrusion scraps. Nefilatek, a Canadian start-
up manufactures recycled ABS filament (source of electronic waste) and recycled HIPS (source of 
window frames and thermoformed sheets). In Sweden, Add:North 3D filament produces 100%  
 
recycled ABS filament In Italy, EUMakers offers Eubio, a PLA filament obtained from the waste bags 
for the sorting of waste from SMP (the main company of their industrial group) as well as 2Life, a PLA 
filament obtained from waste produced virgin filament. Suppliers and sources of commercial recycled 
plastic filaments are referenced in the Tableau 1. 
Another option is the addition of reinforcements and/or additives to obtain mechanical properties in 
the range of commercial materials used in FDM. There are a number of companies that sell 
composite filaments with durable/recycled loads. For example 3D-Fuel with PLA filament loaded with 
coffee, beer and  hemp waste, or tank from pyrolysis. Or ColorFabb's Woodfill filament made from 
30% recycled wood fibers. Nanovia in France, for example, produces PLA reinforced with linen fibre. 
Vartega, a small U.S. company specializing in carbon fiber recycling, sells ABS and PLA filaments 
loaded with recycled carbon fiber (from the manufacturing process of cars, airplanes or bicycles). 
These composites use renewable/recycled resources as reinforcements.  
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Tableau 1. Principaux plastiques recyclés en filament pour l’impression 3D par extrusion de matière. 

Material Source Supplier 

PLA Mainly extrusion scraps Filamentive 
Armor 
FormFutura 
NeoFil 3D 
3R3D 
Replay 3D 
EUMakers 

ABS VHU, D3E, extrusion scraps, 
medical devices 

Refil 
Filamentive 
Armor 
FormFutura 
3R3D 
Tridea  
Replay 3D 
Nefilatek 
Add:North 

PET Bottles, packaging Refil 
Filamentive 
FormFutura 
BASF (Ultrafuse) 
3R3D 
B-PET 
Tridea 

PET-G Bottles DailyFil 
ReFlow 
Tridea 

PS D3E 3R3D 

HIPS Fridges, window frames, 
thermoformed sheet 

Refil 
Armor 
Nefilatek 

TPU Ski shoes Armor 

PA Nylon fishing nets 3R3D 
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III.3. Advances in simulation techniques 

 
A number of models for simulation of additive manufacturing processes have been developed in 
France and around the world. However, they are not yet industrialised, because they are, for the 
most part, very partial (is only interested in one phase of the processes: coalescence of grains, 
deposit of filaments, radiation/matter interactions....) without integrating all the physical phenomena 
involved in the various processes (merger, coalescence, adhesion, intercasting, consolidation, 
induced warping withdrawals, internal constraints generated and consequences on dimensional 
accuracy and performance (thermomechanics commonalities, simulation models must be adapted to 
the materials and technologies considered), so that the research effort, in this area is dispersed. 
Moreover, given the geometries and processes considered, the proposed models must, before being 
offered to end-users, validated experimentally (direct die of the physical sizes induced in the material 
being manufactured), this qi is not or very partially realized to date. 
 

III.4. Advances in applications 

 

III.4.a    Biomedical/galenic applications  

 

For bioprinting, it is essential to develop more complex and in vivo in vitro and in vivo studies 
evaluating efficacy and safety. Most importantly, there is only one FDA-approved AM product in the 
medical market. The main obstacles lie in the lack of regulatory and control standards for medical 
devices manufactured by additives. However, regulatory requirements are difficult to implement, 
mainly due to the variability of AM methods. Given all the techniques and materials currently 
available, it is not possible to provide a universal set of guidelines for all printing methods. So far, 
reports that demonstrate the performance of an implanted device manufactured using AM 
technology remain rare. Few materials have complex geometries and elastic properties that mimic 
human tissue. In addition, studies that demonstrate the application of these research efforts in a 
clinical context are barely published. These are the main current limitations of AM applicable to the 
biomedical field that companies and researchers are trying to solve in order to produce devices in a 
predictive and reproductive way. Despite these limitations and uncertainties, one clear thing is that 
this technology is still in an early development phase as a research area. In the coming years, there 
will also be a quantitative increase in the development of high-performance printers, a good example 
being 5D technology. Five-axis 3D printing is currently of great interest as it addresses some of the 
challenges associated with regular 3D printing. Thus, because of its ability to build an object from 
multiple directions, stronger parts can be produced. Multi-material printers are also being developed. 
Investments in this area will also lead to innovations in high-performance biocompatible materials. A 
strong emphasis on personalization and individualization will also be pursued. 
 
In the healthcare sector, 3D/4D/5D printing can generate efficiency, create innovative products, 
improve the quality of medical performance and reduce costs and production risks. This technology 
has developed significantly in the manufacture of new formulations of drugs, implants, custom 
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prostheses, advanced diagnostics, biosensor-based feedback devices and bioprinting of human 
tissues and organs and has demonstrated that it has the ability to play a key role in the progressive  
 
development of new materials. In addition, it appears that AM technology is becoming a 
multidisciplinary field that will require scientists to acquire knowledge outside their primary field of 
study, including biology, materials science and chemistry. Ultimately, these early successes may hope 
to offer a future in which medical treatments can become highly personalized with patient-specific 
treatments, but there are many areas that require further development before the impact of AM 
technology can be fully evaluated. 
 

III.4.b    Applications in sensors and electronics 

 
The numerous applications and developments of 3D printing technology have confirmed that this 
manufacturing process plays a major role in the manufacture of miniaturized, inexpensive and 
sensitive sensors. Currently, applications of 3D printing go far beyond prototyping and have moved to 
manufacturing in the real world. Indeed, the wide variety of 3D-printed sensors, ranging from 
polymer-based components to metal parts, has met technical and medical requirements. Rapid 
response, greater flexibility and higher sensitivity in 3D-printed sensors can be achieved through 
optimization of the manufacturing process. 
 

III.4.c    Chemistry/reactor applications 

 
Microfluidics reduces the scale of biochemical applications from a laboratory environment to a 
portable format. With the recent shift from replica casting to 3D printing, complex geometries can be 
created and a diverse range of functional elements has been developed. Recent advances in the 
development of sensors, actuators and other valuable 3D-printed elements for microfluidic devices 
are numerous. Using moving parts, such as valves or pumps, fluid flow can be controlled and directed 
accurately. Sensors, in turn, can detect changes in the technical micro-environment in real time. 
Additional elements, such as mixers or gradient generators, facilitate changes in the fluid itself. 
Together, these functional elements promote fluid movement and facilitate the detection of physical 
and chemical changes in the environment. It is expected that the widespread adoption of 3D printing 
in microfluidics will eventually lead to the creation of a new generation of increasingly intelligent, 
responsive and autonomous devices capable of detecting and acting on their environment in complex 
ways and with reduced human intervention. 
 

III.4.d    Aeronautic applications 

 

The aeronautics sector has been the main driver of AM for most of the past two decades8. Aircraft 
manufacturers such as Airbus and Boeing, as well as engine manufacturers such as GE Aviation, Rolls 

                                                 
8
 3dpbm Insights – Aerospace AM focus 2020 – How additive manufacturing and aerospace are enabling each other to 

evolve 
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Royce and Honeywell, have been the absolute leaders in the industrialization of AM's processes, 
helping to move them from prototyping and tooling to large-scale end-use parts production. 
  
Investments in AM by the aerospace sector have helped to advance research and research and 
development in this area. The impact is not only direct (machine purchases), but also indirect. By  
 
making it clear that AM will be the way of the future, aircraft manufacturers and leading suppliers 
have pushed second- and third-tier suppliers as well as companies in other industries such as land 
transport and energy to also invest in the adoption of these technologies. 
 
This sector of activity has thus allowed to work on the topological optimization made possible by the 
additive manufacturing allowing the realization of parts of complexity never obtained until now, thus 
allowing the reduction of raw material, the reduction of the number of parts, the lightening of 
aircraft, the reduction of energy consumption, etc. 
 
 

III.5. Technological challenges  

 
The challenges that 3D printing still faces are9:  
 
 
 
Materials 

- New materials to replace critical materials (such as Reach regulation) at affordable costs  

- Improved quality and robustness of low-cost prints  

- Improved parts finishes by extending post-processing technologies 

- Multi-material printing to get rid of assembly steps 

Durability 
- Biodegradable and bio-sourced printing materials  

- On-demand and local production to reduce shipping and environmental costs  

- 3D printing to propose solutions in the fields of renewable energy and energy efficiency 

Technological evolution 
- Improving the ergonomics of software and printers  

- Mass production: increased printing speed and serial size 

- 3D scanning tools: more affordable and compatible with printing machines  

- Generative design: the aim is to introduce artificial intelligence for the realization of the 

autonomous re-design of parts according to functional criteria. 

- Robustness and reliability of printers 

                                                 
9
 In the new survey from the company Sculpteo, edition 2020 "State of 3D printing", where more than 

1,600 people from 71 countries responded to this survey. 
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Affordability 

- Lower cost for 3D printers and materials (metals, resins) 

- Reducing post-processing costs  

- Design and sharing of digital and manufacturing tools. 

 
 
Numerical modeling  

- For the simulation of flow in the channels, tools have already been developed for other 
processes such as injection or extrusion. However, it remains to be considered that the 
conditions of implementation (flows, temperatures, pressures) can be a little different and 
must be characterized. That is the biggest challenge at this level. 

 
- With regard to adaptive steering, models have also been developed in the past, notably by 

IMT Lille Douai, for injection. However, they require a complete instrumenting of the 
process and the online and offline characterization of the part in manufacture and/or after 
manufacture. Post-manufacturing characterization is not a particular problem in both 
structure and thermomechanical properties. The major difficulty is the online acquisition of 
induced physical sizes (temperatures, pressures, geometry of the deposited cord, ...) on a 
number of significant points (build an ex-big data database) and process this database in 
real time. 
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IV Comparative study for a given part (turbine) in 
stainless steel printed with different PIM-like 
processes available on the market (roughness, 
material health, hardness, etc.) 

 
In this chapter, the result of a technico-economic study is presented. By simple request on the PEPS 
site www.peps-interreg.eu, you can receive the entire study carried out within the framework of the 
project.  

IV.1 Introduction 

 
The aim of this study is to position the maximum number of "PIM like" technologies available on the 
market in relation to each other, from the point of view of material health, compliance with 
dimensional dimensions, compliance with and conservation of the grade and roughness. The notion 
of mechanical resistance will only be partially addressed with hardness measurements. 
 
Note: This study cannot be exhaustive, as printing technologies are advancing very quickly. 
  
We have chosen to work on a single part: a small turbine with a diameter of between 38 and 45 mm 
and a height of between 22.5 and 30 mm. 
  
The grade is defined: 316L. However, for 3 technologies, the turbines will be in another grade 
because of the availability of materials when the parts are printed. 
  
After a technological survey carried out within the framework of the PEPS project, we defined the 
printing of this part in the technologies described in the following table: 
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3D process Company Printing cost 
/ piece 

Cost of the 
printer  

HT 

Material 

SLM technology: (direct) 
Powder bed with laser beam ; 

No scaffold structure inside 

Platinium platform 
using the SLM 280 

HL printer from SLM 
Solutions 

100€ >250 k€ Aluminium 

Binder Jetting: Powder bed with 
print cartridge, process requiring 

debinding and sintering post 
treatments, no scaffold structure 

inside 

EXONE (Innovent +) 190€ 120 k€ 316L 

DIGITAL METAL 
(DMP2500) 

150€ >250 k€ 316L 

FFF :Fused Filament Fabrication 
Spool of metal-filled filaments, 

scaffold structure inside 

EPF with 3D metal X 
from Marforged 

sold by ERM 

190€ 93k (printer) 
10k€(washer) 

15k€(sintering) 

17-4PH 

FFD: Fused Feedstock Deposition 
Metal-filled pellet extruder 

mounted on an FDM printer, 
scaffold structure inside 

AIM 3D (ExAM255) 300€ 90k (printer) 
25k (debinding 
and sintering) 

316L 

3D FIGO (FFD150H) 100€ 20k (printer) TA6V 

  
6 turbines were therefore printed as demonstrators of the PEPS project for PIM-like metal prints. 
  

Note 1: Desktop Metal binder jetting technology was not yet ready at the time of the price 
requests and did not meet our requirements. 
  
Note 2: The Pollen "FFD" technology (PAM Series MC) did not respond positively because the part has 
too thin walls for the available print profiles. 
  
Note 3: Depending on the 3D process, the final dimensions of the parts are not all the same, for 
example, the walls of the fins were too small (0.8mm), the support did not print correctly, the 
Markforged part is larger which allowed the wall thickness to be increased to 0.9mm. 
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IV.2 Location of samples :  

 
The table below identifies each piece to simplify the reading of this study: 

3D process Company Tracking Material 

SLM technology: (direct) 
Powder bed with laser beam ; 

No scaffold structure inside 

Platinium platform 
using the SLM 280 HL 

printer from SLM 
Solutions 

SLM-Al aluminium 

Binder Jetting: Powder bed with print 
cartridge, process requiring debinding 

and sintering post treatments, no 
scaffold structure inside 

EXONE (Innovent +) EX-316L 316L 

DIGITAL METAL 
(DMP2500) 

DIG-316L 316L 

FFF :Fused Filament Fabrication 
Spool of metal-filled filaments, scaffold 

structure inside 

EPF with 3D metal X 
from Marforged sold 

by ERM 

MAR-17-4PH 17-4PH 

FFD: Fused Feedstock Deposition 
Metal-filled pellet extruder mounted 
on an FDM printer, scaffold structure 

inside 

AIM 3D (ExAM255) AIM-316L 316L 

3D FIGO (FFD150H) FIG-TA6V TA6V 

 

IV.3 Visual inspection of samples  

 

-  SLM-Al  - 
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-  EX-316L - 
  

                   

  

  
-  DIG-316L  - 
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-  MAR-17-4PH  - 
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-  AIM-316L - 

    

                     

   

 
 
 

-  FIG-TA6V  - 
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IV.4 Assessment, conclusion and outlook for this study 

 
From the point of view of roughness and surface appearance 

For the 6 printed turbines, the roughness Ra is between 2.7 and 6.1µm.For the same technology, 
“binder jetting” with 2 different suppliers, the roughness of the part made by Digital Metal has the 
lowest roughness of 2.7 µm and the roughness of the part made by a competing technology like 
Exone has the most roughness higher than 6.1µm. 

The MAR17-4PH, FIG TA6V and AIM 316L turbines which were printed in 3 different materials but 
with printing processes with extruders, the first with filament made by Markforged technology, the 
other two with commercial granules with the 3D FIGO and AIM3D machines have roughness which 
varies from 2.9µm for the part printed by AIM3D to 5.6µm for that of 3D FIGO, the filament 
technology has a roughness of 4.9µm. 

Finally, the turbine printed by direct fusion aluminium powder bed technology has a roughness of the 
same order of magnitude of 4.2µm. 

From a dimensional point of view 

The SLM-AL and DIG-316L turbines are the turbines which present the best measurements close to 
the dimensions of the plane with a very low dispersion of measurements. 

Regarding the turbines made by the AIM 3D and EX 316L processes, the thicknesses of the fins are 
difficult to maintain, especially for the AIM-316L part. However, the functional dimensions measured 
show a slight deviation from the dimensions on the plane. The standard deviations are low except for 
a dimension where the EX-316L turbine reveals a greater dispersion of the measurements. 

Regarding the turbine produced by Markforged technology, the plan dimensions are respected, only 
the thicknesses of the fins were more difficult to hold, hence the increase in the size of this part 
compared to other processes. 

Finally, the TA6V sintered turbine made by the 3D FIGO process reveals the most significant 
dimensional measurement deviations.In addition, the turbine printed, debonded and sintered by the 
3D FIGO process does not retain the theoretical shrinkages defined by the feedstock and its supplier 
PolyMIM®.In addition, for certain dimensions measured, the shrinkage is inhomogeneous, ie two 
times less or two times greater than that defined by the supplier.Finally, this demonstrator has 
dimensions which could not be measured, because the part is very imperfect. 

From a chemical point of view 

All the turbines are non-compliant except for the aluminum turbine made by the powder bed laser 
process (SLM-Al).The 316L turbines all have a lower nickel content than the standard, the 17-4PH 
turbine has a non-compliant niobium content and the TA6V has iron and the contents of addition 
elements such as nitrogen, oxygen, carbon and hydrogen are above standard. 
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From a point of view of hardness 

Regarding the hardness of 316L, 128 HV being the hardness according to standard NF-EN 10088.The 
hardness of the 3 316L turbines varies between 108 (84% of the theoretical density) for EX-316L, 117 
HV (91% of the theoretical density) for DIG-316L and 122 HV (95% of the theoretical density) for AIM 
3D.These variations in hardness can result from the chemical composition which is not in conformity 
and from the content of porosities. The hardnesses of the turbines made by powder bed fusion and 
Markforged technologies are 98% of the theoretical hardness. Finally, the TA6V turbine has a 
hardness of 91% of the theoretical hardness. This is due to the process parameters to be optimized 
which induce a low density with high porosity rates and also to the chemical composition which is not 
in conformity. 

From a density point of view 

The FIG-TA6V and EX-316L turbines have densities of the order of 91% of the theoretical density, 
which could be improved, it is the SLM and Digital Metal processes which present density rates of the 
order of respectively 98% and 97%.The AIM3D process is positioned in the middle with a density rate 
of around 96%. 

 

From a metallographic health point of view 

Regarding the presence of defects, the radiographic and tomographic control made it possible to 
control the heart of the parts, only the FIG-TA6V turbines made with 3D FIGO technology, and 
MAR17-4PH, both with a scaffold structure, as well as SLM- Al presented indications during these 
non-destructive tests. The finer fins could not be controlled because of this difference in proportion 
between the more massive core and the thin fins. 

All the parts present porosities in metallography, between 0.8% (for the DIG-316L and SLM-AL) up to 
8.9% for the FIG-TA6V and 8.1% for the MAR-17-4PH due to their structures Internal scaffold, the EX-
316L and AIM-316L turbines have porosity rates of 6.7% and 4.3%, respectively.The AIM-316L turbine 
also has cracks in the room. 

Regarding the microstructures, they are all equiaxed, except for the powder bed technology with the 
SLM-AL turbine, presenting a dendritic microstructure as in welding.The microstructure of TA6V is 
fine and conforms to the microstructure of TA6V.That of the 3 316L turbines has a twinned austenitic 
structure and the 17-4PH turbine has a conformal martensitic microstructure. The turbines in 316L 
show different fineness of grain, the DIG-316L has the finest structure, then the AIM-316L and finally 
the EX-316L with coarser grains. 
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The following table groups together the metallographic and surface analyzes for each part. 

 

Spotting 
Rate 

porosity 
Density Hardness HV1 Defaults Microstructure 

Size 

rain 

Roughness Ra in µm / 

Surface condition 

SLM-Al 

(AlSi10Mg) 
0.8% 

2.63g / cm3 

(98.8% of maximum density 

(2.66g / cm3) 

128 (98% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Presence of 

porosities 

Dendritic linked to the laser 

fusion process, not equiaxed 
/ 

4.2 

 

EX-316L 6.7% 

7.32g / cm3 

(91.5% of maximum density 

(8.00g / cm3) 

108 (84% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Presence of core 

and surface 

porosities with 

more surface 

porosities 

Austenitic twinned equiaxial 4-5 

6.1 

 

DIG-316L 0.8% 

7.81g / cm3 

(97.6% of maximum density 

(8.00g / cm3) 

117 (91% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Presence of 

porosities 
Austenitic twinned equiaxial 6-7 

2.7 

 

TUE-17-

4PH 
8.1% 

Scaffold structure - not 

possible 

352 (98% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Presence of 

porosities 
Equiaxial martensitic / 

4.9 

 

AIM-316L 4.3% 

7.71g / cm3 

(96% of maximum density 

(8.00g / cm3) 

122 (95% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Presence of 

porosities and 

cracks 

Austenitic twinned equiaxial 5-6 

2.9 

 
 

FIG-TA6V 

sintered 
8.9% 

Internal scaffold structure, 

4.01g / cm3 

91.1% of maximum density 

(4.40g / cm3) 

305 HV1, (90% of 

theoretical hardness) 

Spherical 

porosities, lack of 

material between 

the printed layers 

equiaxed lamellar 

microstructures 

characteristic of TA6V 

7 

5.6 
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Thanks to this study, different 3D printing technologies were able to be compared objectively from a 
material health point of view, respect for dimensional dimensions, respect and conservation of shade 
and roughness. The notion of mechanical strength is only partially addressed with hardness 
measurements. With the technologies that we have within the PEPS consortium, we will be able to go 
further. 

  
Indeed, in perspective, thanks to the PEPS project, the idea is to continue these “PIM like” printing 
developments with the Freeformer from Arburg, the Direct3D concerning the printing of granules 
and the Raise 3D with filament loaded as for example the Ultrafuse 316L from BASF for the FFF 
technology. 
  
The following tests will be carried out: 
  

 The mechanical characteristics (with the printing of tensile or compression test pieces), 

 The robustness of printers to print filled polymers 

 And the rheological aspects in order to define the formulations which can be printable 
depending on the printer. 
  

To be continued…. 
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Conclusions and perspectives 
Today, additive manufacturing is all around us and is no longer confined to universities and research 
centers.In our companies, it began by invading our design offices for our sales and marketing 
canvassing to make prototypes, then our maintenance and measurement departments to produce 
control templates, repair parts and parts to improve our production line. production.Now, we want 
to integrate additive manufacturing to produce tooling, to produce parts that can be tested in our 
test benches with the mechanical characteristics and final aspects or close to the 
specifications.Thanks to additive manufacturing, we are redesigning parts and part sub-assemblies 
with topological optimization.In the future, additive manufacturing will turn the series of parts into 
large parts and use recycled materials. 
 
But the future is brewing in research centers.This is why our PEPS consortium (CERTECH, IMT LD, 
Armines and CRITT-MDTS) works in collaboration on development projects concerning the printing of 
charged polymers, techniques and on the formulation of filaments. 
 
For companies wishing to: 

- innovate 

- Stand out, 

- Maintain their competitiveness, 

- Compare the many advantages that additive manufacturing could bring them in their 

business and integrate it, 

 

Then the PEPS project can help you in your progress! 
 
In this case, do not hesitate to contact us at info@peps-interreg.eu, to visit our website www.peps-
interreg.eu regularly updated with articles and news and to fill out our questionnaire industrial also 
put online. 
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Annex on the PIM10 
The technology of powder injection molding (PIM) can be broken down into two parts: 
- metal injection molding (MIM), 
- ceramic injection molding (CIM). 
 

 PIM  

   

MIM  CIM 

 
 
Principle of PIM 

This technology is thus broken down into several stages which each have their own specificities.A 
good mastery of the process as a whole with, consequently, a solid knowledge of plastics and powder 
metallurgy are necessary to produce a good quality part.Figure 40 summarizes the different steps 
previously described.Figure 40 - PIM part manufacturing process:compounding (1), injection (2), 

debinding (3) and sintering (4)40 
 

 

Figure 40 - PIM part manufacturing process:compounding (1), injection (2), debinding (3) and sintering (4)40 

 
 
  

                                                 
10

 This annex was taken from a previous Interreg project PRISTIMAT. 

Feedstock Pièce verte Pièce brune Pièce frittée

1 2 3 4
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Realization of the feedstock 

Regardless of the type of injection (MIM or CIM), the first step is to mix the metal or ceramic powder 
with the different components of the binder in a mixer (Figure 42).The powder is relatively fine 
(particle size between 2 and 20 µm) and the binder is a carrier fluid, often a polymer, to which 
various adjuvants are added (wetting agents, reagents, etc.).This mixture, generally containing 50 to 
70% of metallic or ceramic powders and 30 to 50% of polymer (proportions by volume), is then put in 
the form of granules by grinding or by extrusion to obtain "feedstock" (Figure 41). .Figure 42 - 

Compounder for feedstock42Figure 41 - Feedstock with metallic powder41 
 
 

  

Figure 41 - Feedstock with metallic 
powder41 

 

 

Figure 42 - Compounder for 
feedstock42 

 

 
Injection molding 

The part shaping phase, that is to say the molding, is carried out on injection molding machines of the 
plastics industry (Figure 43).The “green” pieces thus obtained are therefore composed of a mixture of 
metal or ceramic and polymer (Figure 44).Figure 43 - Injection molding machine43Figure 44 - Green 

coin44 
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Figure 43 - Injection molding machine43 

 
Figure 44 - Green coin44 

  
 

 

Debinding 

The goal of this step is to remove the binder while maintaining the shape of the part.Two types of 
process are often used successively to achieve this elimination:the chemical route and the thermal 
route.This delicate operation must be carried out without damaging the part, namely without 
weakening the stacking of particles and without contaminating the powders (carburization, 
etc.).There are five possible types of debinding:catalytic (Figure 45), water, thermal, solvent and 
supercritical CO2, and the process used is imposed by the nature of the binder (Table 2).The 
complete treatment of a part requires a few hours to a few days depending on its thickness, its 
complexity and the chemical nature of the binder.After treatment, the unbound piece, called the 
“brown piece” (Figure 46), became fragile.Indeed, devoid of binder, the latter no longer has any 
mechanical strength, it must therefore be handled with care. 
Figure 45 - Debinding furnace45Table 2:The different types of debinding depending on the nature of 
the binder2Figure 46 - Brown piece46 
 

 

Figure 45 - Debinding furnace45 

 

Figure 46 - Brown piece46 

  

 
Examples of binder types Types of debinding 

Acrylate Thermal 

Polyamide Organic solvent 

Polyolefin Organic solvent 
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Polyol Aqueous + thermal solvent 

Polyoxymethylene Catalytic 

Silicone Thermal 

wax Thermal 

Table 2:The different types of debinding depending on the nature of the binder2 
 
Figure 47 shows the principle of catalytic debinding.This process requires the use of pure nitric acid 
(HNO3) which is a chemical product that is not very respectful of the environment and dangerous to 
handle.Catalytic debinding, however, remains the most widely used process to date.Figure 47 - 

Principle of catalytic debinding47 
 
 
      
 
 

       

Figure 47 - Principle of catalytic debinding47 

 
For environmental reasons and when manufacturing smaller series, water debinding technology can 
be used.This technique, the principle of which is shown diagrammatically in FIG. 48, makes it possible 
to manufacture galleries in the binder in order to facilitate the elimination of all the polymeric 
residues during the rise in temperature during sintering. 
 
Figure 48 - Principle of water debinding48 
 

Procédé Catamold ®
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Figure 48 - Principle of water debinding48 

 
  

Procédé AquaMIM ®, PolyMIM® et Inmafeed ®
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Sintering 

The consolidation of the “brown”, friable part during sintering results from thermal diffusion.Unlike 
ceramic powders (oxides) which can be sintered in air, the high reactivity of metal powders requires 
the use of sintering furnaces under an inert atmosphere (argon, nitrogen) or under a reducing 
atmosphere (hydrogen) in order to avoid any risk of oxidation (Figure 49).The parts to be sintered are 
generally placed on Al2O3 or ZrO2 plates to undergo this type of treatment.A 1st temperature level is 
to be provided to eliminate the polymeric residues.Processing times depend on the thickness of the 
parts, and can take more than 24 hours.A sintered part is then obtained (Figure 50).Figure 49 - 

Sintering furnace49Figure 50 - Sintered part50 
 
 

 

Figure 49 - Sintering furnace49 

 

Figure 50 - Sintered part50 

  

 
 
During sintering, the powder grains are welded to each other by the physical phenomenon of 
diffusion at high temperature and partial pressure (or even higher vacuum), which causes a certain 
shrinkage of the parts of 12 to 20% depending on the grade. (Figure 51 and Figure 52).A density of 95 
to 99% is thus obtained.The difficulties arise from the shrinkage which can be difficult to control and 
from the chemical composition of the grade which has undergone a thermal cycle.Figure 51 - Green 

and sintered parts51Figure 52 - Principle of sintering52 
 
 

 

Figure 51 - Green and sintered parts51 
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Figure 52 - Principle of sintering52 

 
The principle of thermal diffusion which makes it possible to ensure the densification and cohesion of 
the structure of the parts during sintering is shown schematically in Figure 53 and Figure 54.This 
physical phenomenon must be understood and mastered in powder metallurgy. 
 
Figure 53 - Principle of thermal diffusion53Figure 54 - Principle of thermal diffusion54 
 

                       

Figure 53 - Principle of thermal diffusion53 
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Figure 54 - Principle of thermal diffusion54 

 
There are different types of sintering furnace:continuous, batch or bell (Figure 55 and Figure 
56).Figure 55 - Continuous sintering furnace(a), batch(b) and bell(c) for metal parts (sintering in a 

controlled atmosphere, i.e. under partial pressure of protective gases such as Ar or N2 or reducing 

agent H2)55Figure 56 - Batch furnaces of greater or lesser capacity for ceramic parts (sintering at 

relatively high temperatures, the atmosphere not requiring special protection during treatment)56 
 

 

Figure 55 - Continuous sintering furnace(a), batch(b) and bell(c) for metal parts (sintering in a controlled 
atmosphere, i.e. under partial pressure of protective gases such as Ar or N2 or reducing agent H2)55 

 
 

 

Figure 56 - Batch furnaces of greater or lesser capacity for ceramic parts (sintering at relatively high 
temperatures, the atmosphere not requiring special protection during treatment)56 
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Parts finished in MIM have a smooth surface finish.However, depending on the applications 
envisaged or in order to optimize their mechanical, physical, chemical and geometric properties, 
finishing treatments (polishing, shot blasting, hardening, etc.) can be applied to them.  
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Advantages and disadvantages of technology 

The advantages for a controlled process are as follows: 
 

 the technology is innovative, 
 the production of metal and ceramic parts with complex geometries is possible because the 

mold can include several drawers with fine details, 
 the series must be large (5,000 parts per year for high complexity to several tens of thousands 

of parts per year for low complexity), 
 it is possible to produce pieces from 1 to 100 g with a thickness of 0.5 to 7.5 mm (the size 

must generally be contained in a golf ball), 
 the shrinkage is isotropic, 
 the roughness is of the order of 0.5 to 1.5 µm, 
 the possibility of bonding parts during sintering, 
 the density is high, up to 99%, 
 the tolerance is +/- 0.5%, or even 0.3% on nominal dimensions, 
 the realization of a multitude of shades is possible such as: 
 magnetic alloys (FeSi3, FeNi50, etc.), 
 titanium alloys (grade 4, grade 1, etc.), 
 tungsten carbides (WC6Ni, WC15Ni, WC3Co, ...), 
 stainless steels (17-4PH (X55CrNiCuNb17 4), 316L, ...), 
 low alloy steels (42CrMo4, FeNi8, 100Cr6, ...), 
 high-speed cutting steels (HS 6 5 2 (M2), HS 6 5 4 (M4), etc.), 
 ceramics (Al2O3, ZrO2, etc.) 
 copper bases (CuNi10, CuSn8, etc.), 
 recycling of waste linked to injection is possible, 
 the microstructure is uniform with equiaxed grains. 
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In addition, this technology also includes some disadvantages: 
 

 the treatment time is relatively long, 
 a shrinkage is to be expected during the design, 
 the parts can be handled but friable after debinding, 
 sintering can be difficult on poorly designed parts (creep), 
 the use of fuming nitric acid for the catalytic debinding operation is delicate, 
 the gases must be used with caution during the various treatments, in particular hydrogen, 
 the presence of an injection point and a parting line at the surface of the part is visible, 
 it is impossible to create sharp angles and wall thicknesses that are too large, 
 the high cost of tools (molds) makes competitive manufacturing of small series of parts 

impossible, 
 the part design rules must take into account the three main stages of manufacturing PIM 

parts, 
 large parts cannot be produced, 
 the three stages of the process must be mastered and reproducible to obtain good quality of 

the final product. 
 
Examples of powder injection molded parts: 
 
The shapes of the parts obtained by this PIM technology are multiple and varied according to their 
future applications (Figure 57 and Figure 58).Figure 57 - CIM parts57Figure 58 - MIM parts58 
 

 

Figure 57 - CIM parts57 

 

 

Figure 58 - MIM parts58 

  

The design of PIM parts requires a few rules in addition to those used in the manufacture of plastic 
parts: 

 avoid section variations, 
 distribute the center of gravity well, 
 respect maximum thicknesses of 8 mm, 
 maximize the thickness of the ribs according to the size of the particles used, 
 provide concave radii greater than 0.4 mm for ceramics, 

and provide injection volumes lower than that of a golf ball in current productions. 


